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Abstract 
This study focuses on the morphosyntactic aspects of 
Cantonese-English code-mixing as commonly spoken by bilin-
guals most of whom are native speakers of Cantonese. 
Adopting a constraint-oriented approach, it begins with a 
critical review of the major constraints and principles 
that have been proposed in the literature. These con-
straints or principles include language-specific ones, 
which were in fact formulated with reference to Cantonese-
English code-mixing by Gibbons (1919, 1987), and language-
universal ones (i.e. The Free Morpheme constraint, The 
Equivalence constraint. The Gpvernment constraint, The 
j Matrix Code principle r The Dual Structure principle), 
J . . . , 、 . . ' 
/ which have been applied to the study of different varie-
- 乂 . ’ . 
ties of code-mixing. This is followed by a structural 
description of a corpus of Cantonese-English code-mixing 
collected from informal conversations (e.g. a chat in MTR 
or on university campus, TV or radio interviews, etc.), 
and a critique of the mentioned constraints or principles 
based on the Cantonese-English data. It is suggested that 
none of these constraints or principles are descriptively 
adequate in view of the data collected, and three alterna-
tive constraints, namely, the category equivalence con-
straint f the bound morpheme constraint, and the specifier 
constraint, are proposed. The possible implications of 
the constraints on bilingual processing and the issue of 
"nonce" borrowing are also discussed. 
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. 1• Introduction 
1•1 Defining "Code-mixing" 
The concept of code-mixing (CM) is associated most 
frequently with the term "code-switching", and less fre-
quently with such notions as "borrowing" or
 11
 loanword", 
all of which refer to the juxtaposition of linguistic 
elements from two languages. Some researchers character-
ize the difference between code-mixing and code-switching 
as one between intrasentential(i.e. words, phrases) and 
intersentential alternation (of linguistic elements from 
two languages) respectively.(Disciullo, Muysken and Singh 
1986; Sridhar and Sridhar 1980; Kamwangamalu 1989; Bokamba 
19 89) However, many others just use the term "code-
switching" to cover intrasentential alternations as well, 
in what they call "intrasentential code-switching". 
(Pfaff 1979; Bentahila and Davis 1983; Joshi 1984; Berk-
Seligson 1986; Nishimura 1986,1989 ) Along this line of 
thought, some researchers just referred to "code-switch-
ing" broadly as the alternative use of linguistic elements 
from two languages within a single discourse, sentence or 
constituent. (Lipski 19 7 8; Poplack 1980; Sankoff and 
Poplack 19 81; Gumperz 19 8 2; Lederberg and Morales 1984； 
Clyne 1987 ； Romaine 198 9; Poplack, Wheeler and Westwood 
1989) Other researchers preferred "code-mixing" as the 
cover term for intersentential and intrasentential alter-
nation (Kachru 1978; Pfaff 1979 ) . As regards borrowing, 
it is generally held that it is a result of monolingual 
competence only, and thus occurring in the speech of 
1 
J 
monolinguals. (Sridhar and Sridhar 1980) Also, "borrow-
ing" cases are considered to be items which are phonologi-
cally or/and morphologically and syntactically adapted to 
the native language of the speakers (Pfaff 1979; Poplack 
1980,. Kamwangamalu 1989; Sankoff, Poplack and Vanniarajan 
‘ 1990). I will deal with the issue of "borrowing" in great-
er detail in section 7. In this dissertation,工 will take 
the term "code-mixing
M
 as covering intrasentential alter-
nation of linguistic elements from two languages. By 
"sentence" I am referring to a syntactic unit which con-
tains one or more clauses (ref. Hockett 1966 : 203-204 ), 
with a clause containing a verb and its arguments• Howev-
e r
/ cases in which a clause in one language is conjoined 
to another clause in another language have been counted as 
"intersentential" code-switching, (ref. Romaine 1989:112-
113) and such cases are not included in my data. 
1•2 Code-mixing in Hong Kong 
Code-mixing with Cantonese and English is a common 
feature in conversations of Hongkong Cantonese-English 
bilinguals. Their LI, or mother tongue, is Cantonese, but 
they acquire English as L2 in schools. There is no evi-
i , 
dence that code-mixing is learnt in any manner, but, of 
course, a certain proficiency level in English is assumed, 




1.3 Aims and objectives 
One of the major issues in the study of code-mixing is 
whether there are syntactic constraihts on code-mixing. 
The predominant view nowadays is that there are con-
straints on code-mixing as suggested by a number of re-
searchers on the basis of empirical data in different 
varieties of code-mixing, (i.e. Poplack(1980) on Spanish-
English, Kamwangamalu( 19 89 ) on Bantu-English/French, 
Sridhar and Sridhar(1980) on Kannada—English, etc.) Among 
the constraints which have been proposed, some of them are 
claimed to be language-universal and applicable to typo-
logically diverse varieties of code-mixing. For instance, 
the Free Morpheme constraint is reported to be observed in 
Spanish-English (Sankoff and Poplack 1981), Arabic-French 
(Bentahila and Davis 1983) and Spanish-Hebrew (Berk—Selig-
son 1986 ) . The Government constraint is observed in the 
data of Hindi-English and French-Italian—English code-
mixing as collected by Disciullo, Muysken and Singh(1986). 
The Equivalence constraint, on the other hand, Is argued 
to be valid over Spanish-English code-mixing (Sankoff and 
Poplack 1981) and Finnish—English code—mixing (Poplack, 
Wheeler and Westwood 1989). 
Nevertheless, others have cast doubts on whether a 
"constraint-oriented" approach towards the study of code-
mixing is justified. The theoretical drawbacks of such an 
approach include the following: First of all, nearly all 
the universally postulated constraints proposed so far 
.、 3 
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(i.e. the five constraints or principles mentioned) have 
counterexamples (Bokamba 1989). It leads researchers like 
Bokamba (1989) to suspect that the "constraint-oriented" 
approach is misguided in the first place. Secondly, in 
some cases, it is difficult to identify with consistency 
the grammatical code-mixing patterns as against other 
ungrammatical ones. Clyne (1987 ) notes a certain degree 
of variation of syntax in his corpus of German-English 
and Dutch-English code-mixing, which may be due to varia-
tion of "standard" and "sub-standard" forms and syntactic 
transfer of English syntax to Dutch and German structures. 
He also comments that the so-called "ungrammatical" pat-
terns of code-mixing is "nothing more than a tendency" 
(p.762) 
This dissertation focuses on Cantonese-English code-
mixing, which has seldom been studied with reference to 
constraints or other notions of current linguistic theo-
ries .
2
 An interesting fact about this variety of code-
mixng is that the patterns are so diverse that they seem 
not to be constrained by many of the universal constraints 
proposed in the literature. Besides, mixing is possible 
within phrases the structure of which is vastly different 
in Cantonese and English. (These points will be elaborat-
ed in sections 3 and 4) Even more fascinating is the 
rich, distinct Cantonese morphological processes which can 
be applied to English words with English phonological 
forms retcLined. 
f 
Despite the diversity of the Cantonese-English code-
mixing patterns, it will be argued that the data suggest a 
number of constraints.工 will also suggest that these 
constraints provide insights into the psycholinguistic 
processes involved in code-mixing production, and help to 
identify the role of LI and L2 in code-mixing behaviour. 
2• Syntactic constraints on CM 
It has been widely recognized that CM is constrained by 
various social and discourse factors (Kachru 1978; Gumperz 
1982). Nevertheless, numerous studies have pointed to the 
fact that CM is also governed by linguistic constraints 
(Pfaff 1976,1979; Kachru 1978; Poplack 1980; Disciullo, 
Muysken and Singh 1986 etc.). 
2•1 Language-universal constraints 
The following are the five constraints and principles 
which are either universally postulated or, at least, not 
intended to be language specific. The Free Morpheme 
constraint and the Equivalence constraint are probably the 
most widely discussed ones, which were first proposed by 
Poplack(1980) and Sankoff and Poplack(1981) on the basis 





2.1.1 The Free Morpheme constraint 
The Free Morpheme constraint stipulates that code-
mixing cannot occur at morpheme or word-internal bound-
aries. As Sankoff and Poplack (1981:5) put it, "a switch 
may not occur between a bound morpheme and a lexical form 
unless the latter has phonologically been integrated into 
the language of the bound morpheme". Accordingly, in 
Spanish-English mixed code, such expressions as "EAT-
iendo" (i.e. eating) are unacceptable. 
The Free, Morpheme •constraint- is • geneira/lly • .corroborated 
by researchers who have worked on other varieties of CM, 
who report that quantitatively it holds for a large number 
of examples, despite some outright violations. 
Pfaff ( 1979 ) points out that English verbs can be 
morphologically inflected with Spanish affixes, though she 
adds that these are the minor patterns in her corpus. 
However, Pfaff considers the English verbs so adapted as 
being incorporated fully into the Spanish lexicon, taking 
into consideration the fact that such English verbs are 
also phonologically adapted to Spanish. Such views proba-
bly have led Poplack(1980) to say that the constraint 
holds true "unless one of the morphemes has been integrat-
ed phonologically into the language of the 
other."( 1980: 586 ) Such a contrast is illustrated in 
Sankoff and Poplack (19 81) with the followirtg examples: 
1，父 , , 6 , 
、 # 
f 
* run-eando [ra n-e'ando] 'running' 
flipeando [flipe'ando] ‘flipping' 
• 
It is argued that in the former case, the English "run" 
is phonologically unadapted, hence unacceptable, while in 
the latter case the English verb "flip" is phonologically 
adapted to Spanish, hence acceptable. 
Bentahila and Davis (1983) echo Poplack and Pfaff's 
ideas by saying that switches at morpheme boundaries are 
generally unacceptable, though they are careful enough to 
add that the Free Morpheme constraint is not absolute, as 
there are some cases in which the French infinitive verbs 
are inflected with Arabic affixes in Arabic-French CM. 
On the other hand, Berk-Seligson (1986) concludes that 
her data of Spanish-Hebrew CM also supports the Free 
Morpheme constraint. There are only very few violations• 
Ze lo maanyen otl akonsezas haele 
That's not interesting to me, those folktales. 
Para ke no talfeneen a la mistara 
So that they wouldn't phone the police. 
(Berk-Seligson 1986:333) 
In the first case, a Spanish noun stem ,"konsezas", is 
inflected by a Hebrew bound morpheme,"a". In the second 
case, a Hebrew verb stem, "talfen", is inflected by a 
Spanish bound morpheme r"een"• 
Nevertheless, she finds the Free Morpheme constraint 
useful in. explaining several phenomena in Spanish—Hebrew 
.、 "7 
CM. Firstly, clause-switching is absent in Spanish-Hebrew 
bilinguals (in her corpus), in sharp contrast to the 
Spanish-English bilinguals who switch clauses frequently. 
This can be accounted for by the fact that a Hebrew bound 
morpheme is needed to introduce a clause. Clause-switch-
ing is thus inhibited to avoid a Hebrew bound morpheme 
being mixed with a Spanish clause, so as not to violate 
the Free Morpheme constraint. Secondly, the Hebrew prepo-
sitions and articles are always omitted before Spanish PP 
and NP respectively. This can also be accounted for by 
the Free Morpheme constraint. As Hebrew prepositions and 
articles are bound morphemes, they are not allowed to be 
mixed with Spanish PP and NP in order to observe the Free 
Morpheme constraint. 
Besides, Kamwangamalu (19 8 9) reports that in 
English/French-Bantu GMr English/French verbs can be 
inflected with Bantu affixes for reinfinitivization 
(attachment of Bantu infinitive markers), tense and aspect 
marking. For example, 
[Ciluba-French] Tudi amu comme tu nous avais laisses, tu-
essayer amu bwa ku-survivre 
"We are as you left us doing the best to survive." 
(reinfinitivation; "ku"- Ciluba infinitive suffix) 
[Swahili-English] lie accident ilitokea alipo-lose control 
na aka-overturn and landed into a ditch 
"The accident occured when he lost control and overturned 
and landed into a ditch.
11 
(tense marking,, "a"-subject prefix; "liV'ka"-past tense 
marker; "po"-narrative temporal marker) 
(Kamwangamalu 1989:166) 
、 
These cases can also be counted as apparent violations 
.of the Free Morpheme constraint, though the writer does 
not make any comments on the constraint with the examples 
mentioned above. Other counterexamples to the constraint 
are found in German/Dutch-English by Clyne (1987), though 
he considers these counterexamples uncommon. 
Equipped with some counterexamples in Adanme-English 
CM, Nartey (1982) is less supportive of the Free Morpheme 
constraint, however. She' is critical of the practice of 
other linguists who treat obvious counterexamples as 
loanwords or borrowing rather than code-switch or CM. 
Moreover, she queries Poplack's treatment of the phonolog-
ically adapted English verbs in Spanish-English CM. She 
doubts if phonological adaptation of the stems, which 
leads Poplack to conclude that they are loanwords or 
borrowings incorporated into the Spanish lexicon, is in 
fact due to the inability of the sample speakers to pro-
nounce English properly. 
Equally critical is Bokamba(1989), who queries not 
only the Free Morpheme constraint but also the constraint-
oriented approach to code-mixing as a whole. As for this 
' constraint, he draws on counterexamples from Lingala-
French, Nairobi-Swahili and Arabic-English code-mixing. 
These counterexamples take the form of a noun or verb stem 
from one language affixed with plenty of bound morphemes 
、 
from the second language. For example: 
,、 9 
[Nairobi-Swahili/English] 
vile vitu zake za-me-spoil-iw-a 
those things her they-Perf-spoil-Pass 
"Those things of her were spoiled (for her)" 
rArabic/English] 
Til-pituitary gland bi-y-samm-uu-ha 
he pituitary gland Pres-3rd Pi-call-it 
"They call it the pituitary gland." 
(Bokamba 1989:283) 
The suspicion of Nartey(1982) and Bokamba(1989) is not 
unfounded. As most of the violations of the Free Morpheme 
constraint discussed above take the form of a free mor-
pheme of the foreign language inflected by a bound mor-
pheme f if the code-mixing variety involves an agglutina-
tive native language which is rich in inflectional mor-
phology , such as an African language worked on by Nartey 
and Bokamba, violations are more likely to occur. (This 
is not to say the Free Morpheme constraint holds for 
isolating languages, as we shall see that for Cantonese-
English, the former normally considered as a good instance 
of isolating language, violations also occur, ref. 4.1) 
As illustrated above, the violations of the Free Mor-
pheme constraint take the form of a free morpheme of the 
foreign language inflected by a bound morpheme of the 
native language which represents a grammatical category, 
such as case, tense, aspect, gender, etc. Seldom is it 
the case that a free morpheme of the native languages 
alternates with a bound morpheme of the foreign language 
in spontaneous code-mixing. It may thus be appropriate 
、 10 
* 
here to suggest that the Free Morpheme constraint needs to 
be refined rather than rejected totally in the light of 
the above. 
2.1,2 The Equivalence constraint 
The Equivalence constraint stipulates that in CM' the 
mixed elements must occur at points which do not violate 
the syntax of either language. As Poplack(1980:586) puts 
i t , "code-switches will tend to occur at points in dis-
course where juxtaposition of Ll and L2 elements does not 
violate a syntactic rule of either language i.e. at points 
around which the surface structures of the two languages 
map into each other
11
. The following is a classic example 
of the Spanish/English CM : 
e.g. (Spanish) NP —--> DET N ADJ 
(English) NP . > DET ADJ N 
Although NPs in both English and Spanish allow an ADJ 
constituent and a N constituent, the adjective is general-
ly postnominal in Spanish (except for a special class, as 
will be discussed below) whereas it is generally prenomi-
nal in English. The word order conflict, according to the 
constraint, forbids mixing between a postnominal Spanish 
adjective and an English noun！ or between a prenominal 
English adjective and a Spanish noun., 
The definition given by Sankoff and Poplack (1981:5-6) 
is probably, clearer and more unambiguous in its formula-
？ 11 
tion: "The order of sentence constituents immediately 
adjacent to and on both sides of the switch point must be 
grammatical with respect to both languages involved simul-
taneously. " An additional point is that: "This requires 
some specification (that) the local co-grammaticality or 
equivalence of the two languages in the vicinity of the 
switch holds as long as the order of any two sentence 
elements, one before and one after the switch point, is 
not excluded in either language.
11
 Such a statement stipu-
lates that not only the word order of constituents but 
also the presence of equivalent categories is essential to 
the observance of the equivalence constraint. For 
example, suppose an NP of a language A is expanded into a 
determiner, a classifier and a head noun , and an NP of 
language B is expanded into a determiner and a head noun, 
as diagrammatically shown below: 
NP (A)——> DET(A) CL(A) N (A) 
NP (B)——> DET (B) N (B) 
Although there is no word order conflict between the 
phrase structure rules of NP in both languages, a mixed 
form like DET ('B) N (A) is ruled out as an equivalent form 
of DET N is unacceptable in language A. 
Woolford (1983)makes use of the terms in generative 
grammar and reformulates the Equivalence constraint as 
follows:"CM is possible only when there is an overlap of 
,phrase structure rules of both languages." 、She further 
elaborates her model by saying that the lexicons of both 
V 12 
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languages are accessible to an overlapped intersection of 
the PS components, therefore the terminal nodes of PS 
rules generated by that intersection can be filled by 
lexical items of either language, and mixing thus results. 
For examplef for Spanish NP, the PS rules are as follows: 
NP > Det N' (1) 
N'——> N Adj (2) 
Rule (1) is shared by English syntax, therefore mixing 
between determiners and nouns is possible in Spanish-
r » 
English CM. However, rule (2) is distinctively Spanish, 
so there can be no mixing between nouns and adjectives in 
a Spanish N Adj sequence. 
For Spanish VPs, the rules are as follows: 
VP(/V" ) 一 一 一 一 > V' AdvP (1) 
V' 一一一一> V NP(clitic) (2) 
Again, rule '(1) is shared, hence mixing is possible. 
Nevertheless, rule (2) is distinctively Spanish, so there 
can be no mixing between clitic and verb. In fact, the 
phenomenon which Woolford uses as illustrations of her 
model has been observed by Pfaff (1976,1979) and others 
from their own corpuses. On the merits of such a modelf 
Woolford thinks that it points to the existence of various 
levels of lexical projections (i.e. N' and V') and the 
) . 
cross-linguistic identity of category labels ( as evi-
denced by the speakers‘ ability to compare before mixing 
the phrase structure rules of the two languages), the two 
basic assumptions of the Government-Binding theory. 
.， 13 
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Pfaff(1979), in her studies of Spanish-English CM ; 
also concludes that "surface structures common to both 
languages are favored for switching". Her evidence is 
mainly negative, as she points out the absence of those 
patterns which are ruled out by the equivalence con-
straint . As adjectives in NP are normally postnominal in 
Spanish but prenominal in English, syntactic conflict 
arises and therefore adjective/noun mixing at places where 
adjectives are immediately adjacent to the noun is gener-
ally inhibited. Postnominal attributive adjectives do not 
occur in general in mixed NP's. On the other hand, pre-
nominal attributive adjectives are allowed to occur in 
mixed NP's provided that those adjectives can precede head 
nouns in both Spanish and English, such as, according to 
Pfaff( 1979 :306 ) r possessive pronouns and ordinal quantifi-
ers . These claims are validated by her corpus. Positive 
evidence in support of the constraint also comes from 
German-English code-mixing spoken by people in Australia 
(Clyne 19 87). In response to accusations that suspicion 
the constraint is restricted to typologically similar 
languages (Nartey 19 8 2; Berk-Seligson 1986; as I will 
mention below), Poplack, Wheeler and Westwood(19 89) and 
Sankoff, . Poplack and Vanniarajan( 1990) maintain that the 
constraint works for Finnish-English and English-Tamil 
code-mixing respectively, varieties involving two typo-
logically dissimilar languages . 、 
There are other people who have . serious doubts over the 
、 14 
universality of the equivalence constraint. From a theo-
retical perspective, Disciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986:3-
4) think that the equivalence constraint is grossly inade-
quate for three reasons: firstly, it implies that mixing 
of two languages must involve the .same categories. In 
other words, the equivalence constraint cannot tell wheth-
er there will be mixing between categories one of which is 
absent in another language. For instance, it cannot 
predict whether there will be mixing between a Cantonese 
classifier and an English noun, as classifiers do not 
% 
exist in English. Secondly, the constraint is formulated 
exclusively in terms of linear sequence without paying due 
attention to structural relations. Thirdly, it fails to 
explain why the allowable switch points show different 
rates of switching in empirical data (ref. Sankoff and 
Poplack 1981:23-3 6). In view.of these shortcomings, they 
propose instead the government constraint which will be 
discussed below. On the other hand, Sridhar and Srid-
har(1980) criticize the equivalence constraint as failing 
to specify the internal constituency of a mixed element 
longer than a word.\ 
From an empirical viewpoint, other linguists who work 
on varieties of CM other than Spanish-English often 
challenge the universality of the equivalence constraint 
with their own data. Bentahila and Davis (1983) quote 
various cases of non-equivalence in the Arabic-French CM, 
.、 "15 
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in which mixing occurs between verb and object NP, and 
between adjective phrase and noun phrase (modified by the 
adjective phrase), though the order of these constituents 
diverges in Arabic and in French• Instead they suggest 
that the subcategorization restrictions of any items, be 
it Arabic or French, must be satisfied in the mixed code. 
Besides, Nartey (1982) also found "numerous" counter-
examples from Adagme-English CM, in which mixing occurs 
between an English head noun, an English adjective and an 
Adanme article within a noun phrase, despite the conflict-
ing order of articler adjective and noun in both lan-
guages . ( i . e . English- ART ADJ N; Adanme- N ADJ ART) She 
guesses that the equivalence constraint is only applicable 
to mixed codes of Indo-European languages. 
e.g. e he house red Q 
_ _ — — ^ . p 
She . bought the red house. 
e wo green dress ko 
— A R T 
She wore a green dress. (1982 : 187) 
Moreover, Berk-Seligson(1986) finds that there are 
many violations of Spanish syntax, which she calls "code-
switching errors", In her corpus of Spanish-Hebrew CM. 
Instead of being cases in which mixing occurs between 
constituents whose order is different in both languages, 
these errors take the form of mixing between constituents 
in which certain categories are omitted. Such "errors" 
lead Berk.-Seligson to suspect that the equivalence con-
厂 16 
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straint is largely a function of the relative similarity 
of Spanish and English in terms of syntactic structure• 
As for Japanese-English code-mixing, 
Nishimura(1986,1989) cites two cases which also violate 
equivalence• 
His wife NI YATTARA. 
DAT give (conditional) 
"If (you) give (it) to his wife..." (1986:129) 
What do you call it NOHONGO DE? 
Japanese' in 
"What do you call it in Japanese?" (1986:130) 
In the former sentence, mixing occurs between an Eng-
lish NP and a following Japanese verb, conforming to the 
distinct Japanese OV order instead of the English VO 
order. In the latter sentence, mixing occurs between an 
English verb and a Japanese adverbial PP, conforming to 
the English postverbal order rather of the Japanese pre-
verbal order. By the equivalence constraint, these two 
cases would be erroneously ruled out. 
2.1.3 The Government constraint 
Others believe that principles of universal grammar may 
have a bearing on CM, and the Government constraint is 
formulated in such a belief. It stipulates that CM is 
impossible between constituents bearing the same index "q" 
r but CM is possible between constituents bearing differ-
ent indexes "p" and "q". The assignment of such language 
indexes is based on government relations. The definition 
:、 17 
of government which Disciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986:6) 
follow is that “ X governs Y if the first node dominating 
X also dominates Y, where X is a major category N7V,A,P 
and no maximal boundary intervenes between X and Y". In 
this framework, if X governs Y, X and Y will be assigned 
the same index "q". In addition, if X and Y are both 
terminal nodes, mixing is not possible between them. 
According to Disciullo et.al. (1986:6), if X, bearing 
an index "q"r governs a maximal projection, say, Ymax, 
Ymax should also receive the same index "g"• However, 
within Ymax, it is the "highest" lexical element asymmet-
rically c-commanding the other lexical elements or termi-
nal phrase nodes which should carry "q". Therefore, there 
is no mixing between X and that "highest" element, which 
is also called the Lq carrier. On the other hand, the 
terminal nodes other than the "highest" one dominated by 
Ymax will bear another index "p". Therefore, these ele-
ments may come from another language than that of X and 
the "highest
11
 elementr and hence mixing takes place. By 
such mechanisms , if a V governs an NP node which only 
dominates an N, the Lq carrier will be the N node, and V 
and N bear the same index "q". If the NP node dominates a 
' DET and a N, the Lq carrier will be the DET which carries 
the same index as X. As listed by Disciullo et.al. 
(1986:12), the following sequences of constituents are 
assigned language indexes as below: 






































The constraint, though supported generally by data of 
French-English-Italian and Hindi-English CM collected by 
Disciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986), has received much 
criticism. Clyne (1987), in his study of German-English 
CM, cites a number of examples in which switching .or 
• I 
mixing occurs between P and NP (DET+N) or between P and 
DET in PPf hence violating the government constraint. 
Besides, Romaine ( 1986) points out that the compound verbs 
in Punjabi-English with either Punjabi or English NP 
complements present switches or mixes between V and PP in 
VP, and between P and NP in PP, which are ruled out by the 
government constraint. 
The violations of the government constraint have led 
Romaine(1989:145 ) to consider the following possibilities : 
firstly, government relations are relaxed in certain types 
of language contact; secondly, the version of government 
envisaged by Disciullo et.al. (1986) is not formulated 




2.1.4 The Matrix Code principle 
Other constraints or principles, which include the 
Matrix Code principle and the Dual Structure principle, 
are formulated on the assumption that code-mixing is a 
process whereby elements from a language are embedded in 
another language. The Matrix Code principle stipulates 
•that the mixed elements must conform to the morphosyntac-
tic structure of the host language, irrespective of the 
possibility of any violations of the grammar of the embed-
ded language. As Kamwangamalu( 19 8 9) puts it,
 11
 in every 
code-mixed discourse involving language 1 (LI) and lan-
guage 2 (L2), where LI is identified as the matrix code 
(i.e. the host code) and L2 as the embedded code (i.e. 
guest code), the grammar of L2 must conform to the morpho-
syntactic structure rules of LI". Kamwangamalu(19 8 9) 
claims that the principle is at least applicable to all CM 
varieties in French/English with Bantu languages in the 
African context. Evidence of this principle comes from 
four sources: firstly, in the French-Bantu mixed code, the 
French article is omitted, violating French syntactic 
rules. However, this conforms to the morphosyntactic 
structure of Bantu as there is virtually no category of an f • . • 
article per se in' Bantu languages . Secondly, in 
French/English-Bantu CM, the adjective always follows the 
head noun in a noun phrase according to the morphosyntac-
tic rules‘ of Bantu, .regardless of whether、the modified 
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noun is Bantu) English or French. It is well known that 
this order violates French and English syntax as in many 
cases adjectives precede head noun in these languages. 
Thirdly, by the so-called process of "reinfinitivization", 
French/English infinitive verbs take additional Bantu 
infinitive markers/ "ko-/ku", in order to conform to the 
verbal morphology of Bantu. Fourthly, French/English 
verbs are inflected to Bantu morphology for tense and 
aspect marking. 
Indeed, looking into code-mixing varieties with an 
African language as the matrix code, one'can discover more 
examples in which the Matrix Code principle works. These 
examples come from Adanme-English, Lingala-French, and 
Nairobi-Swahili, in which a verb stem of the embedded 
code is inflected by a tense/aspect/passive marker of the 
matrix code, or. a noun stem of the matrix code inflected 
by a plural marker of the embedded code.( ref. Nartey 
1982; Bokamba 1989) In fact, these cases have been men-
tioned in 2.1.1r as they are outright violations of the 
Free Morpheme constraint. 
There have been precursors who observe that the mixed 
elements are subject to the influence of the morphosyntac-
tic structures of the host language or, in Kamwangamalu's 
terms, the matrix code. Pfaff (1976,1979) observes that 
English verbs may be morphologically adapted to Spanish 。 
for tense or subject marking. Bentahila and Davis (1983) 
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point out that similar cases can also be found in Arabic-
French CM as French infinitive verbs in verbal complement 
must be inflected for tense and person with Arabic markers 
in order to be acceptable. Besides f Arabic pronouns or 
adjective are made to agree not with the French anteced-
ents in CM but with the equivalent Arabic antecedents 
which are not realized. In Hebrew-Spanish code-mixing, 
Berk-Seligson (1986) reports cases in which a Spanish noun 
stem is inflected by a Hebrew bound article, and a Hebrew 
verb stem inflected by a Spanish bound morpheme. Taking 
into consideration the linguistic context of the utter-
ances (p.333) and the fact that sample speakers include 
people whose mother tongue is either Hebrew or Spanish, 
it is not arbitrary to assume that Spanish is the matrix 
code in the former case and Hebrew is the matrix code in 
the latter case. The same thing about both cases is that 
a free morpheme from the matrix code is inflected by a 
bound morpheme of the embedded code, hence lending further 
support to the Matrix Code principle. 
Looking into a language-pair formed by English and an 
Indo—Aryan language, Punjabi, Romaine(1986,1989) describes 
in great detail the compound verb system formed by an 
' English verb stem and an Punjabi operator. Although she 
thinks that in terms of semantics the compound verbs 
should be treated as a "third system",. they remain a case 
in which the English stems are inflected to Punjabi verbal 
morphology. The same phenomenon is found in a language-
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pair very much close to Punjabi-English, that is, Hindi-
English. (Kumar 1989) 
Departing from language-pairs containing an Indo-Aryan 
matrix code, Nishimura (1989) finds that English elements 
can be fitted into the Japanese topic-comment structure. 
Under such a structure, English NPs may act as topics 
marked by the Japanese topic marker, and the English 
sentence, VP, AD J and NP may act as coiiurients. This is a 
case in which elements of the embedded code are fitted 
into the sentence structure of the matrix code. 
2.1.5 The Dual Structure Principle 
The Dual Structure Principle stipulates that "the 
internal structure of the guest constituent need not 
conform to the constituent structure rules of the host 
language, so long as its placement in the host language 
obeys the rule of the host language". (Sridhar and Sridhar 
1980) This principle is primarily motivated by Sridhar 
and Sridhar's work on Kannada-English code-mixing: 
e.g. avanu abba man of considerable courage. 
(He is a man of considerable courage) 
nanna abhipray adalli his visiting her at home 
sarriyalla. 
(In my opinion, his visiting her at home is not 
proper) 
(Sridhar and Sridhar 1980:412-413) 
In the former case, while Kannada only allows premodi-
fi-ers, English allows both premodifiers and postmodifiers. 
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Therefore, the internal constituency of the English frag-
ment is compatible with English grammar rather than Kanna-
da grammar. In the latter case, Kannada is typologically 
a OV language whereas English is a VO language. There-
fore, the VO sequence in the English fragment conforms to 
English grammar instead of Kannada grammar. In terms of 
the specification of internal constituency of the mixed 
elements, the Dual Structure principle has no doubt ad-
dressed an issue which has been neglected by the Free 
Morpheme constraint, the Equivalence constraint and the 
Matrix Code principle. 
Basically an observation from empirical data of Kanna-
da-English code-mixing, the Dual Structure Principle has 
been adopted by other researchers, such as Joshi's (1984) 
parsing model derived from his work on Marathi-English 
code-mixing and Nishimura's (1986,1989) model of language 
assignment derived from her work on Japanese-English code 
mixing. 
In Joshi's (1984) model, the Dual Structure principle 
is re-formulated as a switching rule in the form of "Am x 
Ae"t in which "A" refers to all categories, lexical and 
phrasal, except the root node S. The notations of "m" and 
"e
M
 represent the matrix language and the embedded lan-
guage respectively, equivalent to the "host language" and 
the "guest language" in Sridhar and Sridhar's terms. In 
.、 、 
order to .account for the Marathi-English data, Joshi 
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posits in addition two more constraints. The first one is 
the "closed class item constraint" which rules out switch-
ing of a closed class item (e.g. determiners, quantifiers, 
prepositions, possessive, Aux, Tense, helping verbs,etc) 
from the matrix language to the embedded language. The 
second one is the "asymmetry" constraint which disallows 
switching from a category of the embedded language to an 
equivalent one of the matrix language. In other words, 
there is no such rule as "Ae x Am" 
In Japanese-English code-mixing, Nishimura (1986,1989) 
sees the need of assigning a "language" to a code-mixed 
sentence in a majority of cases. Such "language" refers 
to the language from which the phrase structure of the 
sentence stems. As the typologically difference between 
Japanese and English is wide-ranging (i.e. Japanese- SOV, 
postpositional, topic prominent； English— SVO, preposi-
tional ,subject-prominent) Nishimura finds it easier to 
identify the "language" of a Japanese-English sentence 
than it is in other language—pairs• For instance, 
SOREKARA , his wife NI YATTARA 
ADV P V(conditional) 
In addition dative give 
In addition, if (we) gave (it) to his wife… 
(Nishimura 1986:129) . 
In this sequence, the postpositional and verb-final 
order is observed, and the sentence is assigned to "Japa-
nese" with the following phrase structure: ("j" refers to 
Japanese while "e" refers to English) 
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ADVj PPj ^ ^ Vj 
NPj Pj 
NlL 
r ^ , 、 
SOREKARA his wife NI YATTARA 
(Nishimura 1986:129) 
e.g. The ones we've seen are BIMBOO NA KODOMO 
poor children 
The ones we've seen are poor children. 
(Nishimura 1986 :132) — 
In this case, however, the copula "are" is prenominal 
rather than postnominal. It conforms to the grammar of 
English but violates the verb-final order of Japanese. 
Thus t this sentence should be assigned to English with the 
following phrase structure. 
_ Se _ 
I ^ ^ 
NPe VPe 、 
y/^  \ ST NPe 
z \ I 
The ones we've seen are BIMBOO NA KODOMO 
(Nishimura 1986:132) 
The major drawback of Nishimura's framework is predict-
ably its inability to deal with sentences the phrase 
structure of which is shared by both Japanese and English, 
an issue which Nishimura declined to look into further. 
Otherwise, it is a strong hypothesis in terms of descrip-、' 
,tive power. 、 
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Nishimura's model echoes the Dual Structure principle 
and its implications in many facets. First of all, it 
views code-mixing as a switch between a phrasal category 
from one language to an equivalent one in another lan-
guage . Secondly, it expresses the same concept of dual 
structure through language assigmnent. That is, whereas 
the phrase structure of the sentence conforms to the 
grammar of the language to which it is assigned, the 
internal constituency of the mixed fragment is compatible 
with the grammar of the another language to which it is 
assigned. What marks Nishimura's model from its prede-
cessors is that her model allows a switch from a category 
of either language to an equivalent one of another lan-
guage, as she finds in her data that the code-mixed utter-
ances may assume the distinct phrase structure of English 
or Japanese. 
2•2 Language-specific constraints 
Few works have been done on the grammatical aspects of 
Cantonese-English code-mixing as spoken by people in Hong 
Kong. As regards the constraints which may apply to 
Cantonese—English, Leung( 1988 :37 ) thinks that code—mixing 
may take place if the Free Morpheme constraint and the 
Equivalence constraints are observed. Gibbons (1979, 
1987) makes the following observations with reference to 
tape-recorded code-mixing data spoken by university stu-
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dents. 
2.2.1 "Closed-class" word constraint 
Gibbon's first observation is that the majority of 
code-mixing cases involve "content" or "open class" words 
from English. The English "structure" or "closed class" 
words (e.g. determiners, conjunctions and auxiliary verbs, 
as mentioned) cannot occur on their own unless they occur 
in conjunction with the "open class" words. This con-
straint has been argued for strongly in Joshi's ( 1984 ) 
article with arguments drawing on data from Marathi-Eng-
lish code-mixing and other findings of psycholinguistics. 
2.2.2 The "fragment" constraint 
The second observation is that the longer elements of 
English must be fitted "at the same point as the equiva-
lent elements of Cantonese". ( 1987 : 59) In other words, 
for an English fragment longer than a single word, its 
external distribution preserves the surrounding Cantonese 
grammar. In factr the predictions of the "fragment" con-
straint can be viewed as being subsumed within those of 
the Dual Structure principle proposed by Sridhar and 
t 
Sridhar (1980) (i.e. as has been discussed in 2.1.5.) 
2.2.3 The "innermost" constituent constraint 
The third observation is that "intrusion of code A 
(i.e. English) into base code B (i.e. Cantonese) takes 
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place in the innermost parts of syntactic structures". 
(1987:62) Such observation is about the relative priority 
of different English constituents in code-mixing, though 
the mere concept of "innermost" constituent lacks a clear 
formal definition with reference to syntactic theory• 
Based on the examples given by Gibbons (19 87 :62), I hereby 
reinterpret the "innermost" constituent as, in terms of 
syntactic theoryr the head of a phrase and the "next 
innermost" constituents as the modifiers immediately 
adjacent to the head. Under such premises,工 further 
reinterpret Gibbon's observation of code-mixing as "the 
'innermost' constituent constraint", which stipulates that 
the modifier of a sentence constituent cannot appear in 
English without its head and, if any, other modifiers 
which are closer to the. head, appearing in English. This 
is because the head, without appearing in English, would 
be the "Innermost constituent" (thus no mixing with modi-
fier) ,while the modifier immediately adjacent to the head 
would be "innermost" if the head has already appeared in 
English (thus mixing is allowed with modifier). It has 
to be said here that neither the keywords of the con-
straint (e.g. "innermost" parts) nor its illustrations are 
presented clearly by Gibbons• 
.V 、• 
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A Linguistic Description of Cantonese-English 
code-mixing 
3.1 Data 
The data contain 500 utterances which are taken from 
recorded speech and written transcriptions of spontaneous 
conversations in situations ranging from tutorial discus-
sions, fellowship sharing, informal conversations, TV and 
radio interviews, etc• The recorded data were taken from 
radio phone-in programmes, so that a natural setting was 
ensured without the speakers knowing the recording proc-
ess . The inclusion of the transcribed data is also 
intended to ensure the natural setting, and, in addition, 
to elicit the production of a wider spectrum of speakers. 
3 • 2 The major patterns and the minor patterns 
Gibbons ( 1987 : 57 ) found in his corpus that a single 
English word surrounded by Cantonese is the most frequent 
form of Cantonese-English code—mixing. Such a finding is 
also consistent with my own corpuses and observations. 
Accordingly,工 concentrate on these major patterns and 
describe them according to the word class to which they 
belong. The taxonomy of word class employed here will 
be noun, verb, adjective and adverb, preposition and 
conjunction, which reflects the N,V,A,P classification in 
the generative framework. The minor patterns are those 
English fragments which are longer than a word and mixed 
into a Cantonese sentence. Still more infrequent, though 
not non-existent, are those patterns in which Cantonese 
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words or phrases are mixed into an English sentence. 
The following statistics show the number of utterances 
which fall under the sub-groups of "noun-mixing", "verb-
mixing" ,"adjective or adverb-mixing", "preposition or 
conjunction-mixing" and "fragment", and the percentage of 
the utterances these sub-classes contain out of the total 
of 500 utterances .^  
No. of utterances Percentage 
Noun-mixing 260 52.0% 
Verb-mixing 148 29.6% 
Adjective 
or Adverb—mixing 84 16.8% 
Preposition 
or conjunction-mixing 11 2.2% 
Fragment 127 25.4% 
3•3 The Major Patterns : single word cases 
3.3.1 Verb-mixing 
By "verb-mixing"工 am referring to the pattern of Canton-
ese-English code-mixing whereby-.an English verb is sur-
rounded by a predominantly Cantonese discourse. The 
distribution of the English verb is, as can be observed 
from the examples below, in positions where a Cantonese 
verb is distributed; that is, after the subject NP and 




Without aspect marking 
/ / / / 
a. neih deih ho yih i g n o r e keuih 
You PL MOD ignore him 
You can ignore him. 
b. mh hou expect tai do 、 
NEG good expect too much 
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c. ng^ h s^ ung quit (the course) 
工 wish quit (the course) 
工 wish to quit the course. 
a John hou i n s i s t k i^ih ge yi gin 
AFFIX Jopn EMP insist he GEN opinions. 
John insists on his opinions very much. 
e. ga ying yan gei jam ji 
CL Xerox machine jam paper 
There is a paper jam with the Xerox machine. 
f. keuih mh care ykhn deih ge gam sauh 
He NEG care people GEN feeling 
He doesn't care others' feeling “ 
90 go l e c t u r e r seuhng tohng p r e p a r e dak mh hou 
DET CL lecturer attend lessons prepare COMP NEG good 
That lecturer doesn't prepare well for his lessons. 
With aspect marking
5 
h. keuih deih plan jo yi go syu ga heui 
They__ plan ASP DET GL summer vacation go 
ou jou l^ uhk hahng 
Europe travel 
They have planned to go traveling to Europe this 
summer vacation. 
i. k‘uih sehng yaht wah f e e l ihh dou sahn ge chyuhn joih 
He always say feel NEG ASP God GEN existence. 
He always says that he cannot feel the existence of 
God. 
〕• ngoh book jo jeung fei heui tai Alan Tam ge concert 
工 book ASP ticket to watch Alam Tam GEN concert. 
工 have booked a ticket of Alan Tam's concert. 
k. neih pack jo n^ ih di hahng l^ih meih 
You pack ASP you GL briefcases PRT 
Have you packed your briefcases? 
1. ngoh go course exempt part cxne 
工 GL course exempt ASP part one 
The course 工 have studied in exempts me from taking 
part one (of a public examination held by a 
professional body) 
m. ching mahn yauh m5uh reserve dou toi 
ask whether reserve ASP table? 
May 工 ， s k you if you have reserved a tabid? 
(uttered by a waiter) 
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"A-not~A" form/ Reduplication 
n. go program run-mh-run dou a ？ 
CL program A-NOT-A . ASP 
Can the (computer) program run? 
o. neih re-^h-receive ddu ng6h go parcel a 
you receive A-not-A I CL parcel PRT 
Have you received my parcel? 
P- hou chih tuhng keuih debate g^ m, 
s.eems^  PREP he debate PRT 
"bei bei" h^ h dou nt6uh sam gei 
Debate ASP ADV NEG mood. 
(reduplication, 
phonologically assimilated). 
It seems like I was debating with him. 工 was in no mood 
in debating with him. 
Complex verb 
q. neih yiu make sure keuih g i^ sih faan leih 
you MOD make sure he when return 
You have to make sure when he will return. 
r go go tai tai sehng yaht seung show o f f 
DET CL lady always want show off• 
That lady always want to show off. 
There are a number of characteristics of the verb-
mixing pattern in Cantonese-English discourse that bear 
theoretical significance. 
Firstly, most of the English verbs appear in root 
forms, without any English inflectional marker. This 
means that the English system of tense and agreement is 
not marked in the code-mixing context. On the other 
hand, these verbs can be inflected by a Cantonese aspect 
marker. This implies that Cantonese grammar is followed, 
echoing the Matrix Code principle. Besides r the English 
verb can also be incorporated into the "A-not-A" and 
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reduplication structures. All these phenomena support the 
Matrix Code Principle (Kamwangamalu 1989), which stipu-
lates that the foreign language, or the embedded code, is 
incorporated into the morphosyntax of the native lan-
guage, or the matrix code. 
On the other hand, some of these verb-mixing cases 
(i.e. V(Eng. ) ASP (Cant.,) ; V(Eng. )-NEG(Cant. )-V(Eng. ) ) are 
outright violations of the Free Horpheme constraint 
(Poplack 1980), which states that mixing cannot occur 
with a free morpheme of the foreign language mixed with a 
bound morpheme of the native language. 
Secondly, this pattern is a productive one with no 
apparent constraint on the range of English verbs that 
can be mixed. This point defies any suggestion that 
such a verb-mixing pattern should be considered a case of 
"borrowing" as against other "code-mixing" cases. (Pfaff 
1979; Poplack 1980) Although the fact that the English 
verbs are followed by Cantonese aspect markers is a kind 
of morphological adaptation, the productivity of the 
pattern would make all the verbs potential "borrowing" 
cases by such suggestions, which is unrealistic. Be-
sides ,by such suggestions, the same English verbs, at 
essentially the same position (i.e. NP V, ) can be both 
"code-mixing" and "borrowing" cases depending on whether 
there is ,a following Cantonese aspect markfer. This is 
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implausible if one thinks of "borrowing" and "code-mix-
ing" as two sets of linguistic items of foreign origin in 
the speech community.^  
Thirdly, a number of cases cited above violate the 
Government constraint, at least'the version of the con-
straint formulated by Disciullo, Muysken and Singh 
(1986). According to the constraint, there is no mixing 
between elements which are held by government relations. 
Insofar as the VP is concerned, it is stated that there 
is no mixing in the following structures (Disciullo, 
Muysken and Singh 1986:8) 
(2) a. V COMP 
b. V DET 
c. V P 
d. V Q 
Referring back to the sentences in (1), one immediately 
spots the violations: Sentence lg violates 2a If the 
Classifier CL is treated as a determiner/DET-like catego-
ryv lh violates 2b and, in turn, the government con-
straint as well. 
3.3.2 Noun-mixing 
By "noun-mixing"I am referring to the pattern of code-
mixing in which an English noun is surrounded by a pre-
dominantly Cantonese discourse. T.he distribution of an 
English noun is in positions whereby the Cantonese nouns 
are distributed in Cantonese; that is, at the head of a 




fClassifier(Cantonese) + Noun (English)1Nr 
a. itih goi bong ngoh send jeung memo heui 
Please help me send CL memo to 
yahn sih bouh 
the Personnel Department 
Please help me send this memo to the Personnel 
Department• 
b. ng($h go course exempt ^6 part one 
工 CL course exempt ASP part one 
The course I have studied in exempts me from taking 
part one (of a public examination held by a 
professional body) 
c. go go l e c t u r e r s^ ung t^ hng p r e p a r e • dak n^h hou 
DET CL lecturer attend lessons prepare COMP NEG good 
That lecturer doesn't prepare well for his lessons. 
d. neih re-mh-receive dou ng<^ h go parcel 
You receive (A-not-A) ASP 工 CL parcel 
Have you received the parcel which I sent to you? 
e. a Paul gei jo jeung postcard bei ngoh 
AFFIX Paul send ASP CL postqard to me 
Paul sent a post card to me. 
Z • • • 
f. neih jouh sai di assignment meih 
You do ASP CL assignment ASP? 
Have you done the assignments? 
「Noun (English)1Np 
y / \ 
g. keuih deih heui jo mahk dong louh sihk lunch . 
They PL go ASP MacDonalds eat lunch 
They have gone to MacDonalds for lunch. 、 一 / — 
h. mh goi washroom haih bin 
Excuse me, washroom at where 
Excuse me, where is the washroom? 
rPremodifiers(Cantonese/English)+ Noun(English)1!了 p 
i. n^ ih youh m6uh teng Hong Kong P h i l ge concert 
You whether listen Hong Kong Philharmonic GEN concert 
Hve you attended the concert of the Hong Kong 
Philharmonic？ 
, / / — 
j . C h r i s t i n e jeui gahn hou chih mouh mat mood 
Christine recently seem NEG mood 、 
Christine seems not in the mood recently. 
• . i 
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『Relative clause(Cantonese) + Noun(English)1Nr 
、 产 一 
k. W i l l i a m chahm yaht maih ge walkman haih san model 
William yesterday .buy RC1 walkman COP new model 
marker 
The walkman which William bought yesterday is a new 
model• 
There are two marked differences between the structure 
of the English noun phrase and that of the Cantonese noun 
phrase. Firstly, in Cantonese a classifier alone may 
premodify the head noun, forming a CL N sequence• Such a 
sequence is not found in English^  as there is no classi-
fier in English. Secondly, the relative clause which 
acts as modifier of the head noun is postnominal in 
English but prenominal in Cantonese. 
As a result of noun-mixing, the English noun can be 
preceded by a Cantonese classifier alone. This can be 
seen as yet another case in which the morphosyntax (in 
this case, the surface structure of the premodifier) of 
Cantonese is preserved as against the English one, thus 
again lending support to the Matrix Code principle. 
Besides, such a CL(Cantonese) N (English) sequence vio-
lates English syntax, hence violating the Equivalence 
constraint. (ref. 2.1.2) 
Concerning the second characteristic, as the order of 
the relative clause and head noun is different in Chinese 
and English, there should be no mixing 'between these 
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constituents according to the Equivalence constraint. 
The occurrence of such cases obviously constitutes viola-
tions to that constraint. 
3,3.3 Adjective or Adverb mixing 
By "adjective or adverb mixing"工 am referring to the 
pattern of code-mixing whereby an English adjective or 
adverb is surrounded by a predominantly Cantonese dis-
course . The distribution of an English adjective or 
adverb is in positions where the Cantonese adjectives and 
adverbs can also be distributed in Cantonese. For the 
English adjectives, they either occur at predicative 
positions after the grammatical subject or the attribu-
tive position before the head noun and after the deter-
miner. 
(5) 
Predicative adjective:『NP(Cant•) + Adj(Eng.)1 
a. go go bih bi hou cute 
DET CL baby EMP cute 
That baby is very cute. 
b. go fehn g^ un hou simple 
DET CL paper EMP simple 
That exam paper is very simple. 
c. keuih jouh yeh hou s e r i o u s 
He do. things EMP serious. 
He is very serious to his work. 
/ 一 一 m^ / 
, d. wahn gwong di go hou cheap 
Wan Guang CL song EMP cheap 
The songs of Wan Guang are cheap. 
e. go go l e c t u r e r goi g^ un hou s t r i c t 
DET CL lecturer mark papers EMP strict. 





f • yl gtfei sentence nlh haih hou grammatical 
D
ET CL sentence NEG COP DEG grammatical 
This sentence is not grammatical. 
"A-not-A"/ Reduplication 
g. neih ting yaht r^ee-mh-jfree a 
you tomorrow free (A-not-A) PRT? 
Are you free tomorrow? 
h* neih gam yaht hou chih high high dei gam 
You today EMP seem high a bit(ASP) PRT 
(reduplication) 
You seems to be a bit high-spirited today. 
Attributive adjectivei-rAdj (Eng. ) + NfCant. ) 1Nr 
i. keuih haih yat go hou c r i t i c a l ge yahn 
.He COP NUM CL EMP critical ADJ person 
marker 
He is a very critical person. 
j• keuih yat jihk haih yat go hou b r i g h t ge hohk saan 
He consistently COP NUM CL EMP bright ADJ student 
marker 
He has been a very bright student. 
k. k^ uih haih yat go gei stubborn ge jung gwok laam yan 
He COP NUM CL DEG stubborn ADJ Chinese man 
marker 
He is a quite stubborn Chinese man. 
There are a number of characteristics of this pattern 
which are worthy of attention. The adjectives which are 
so mixed can be incorporated in the distinctive Cantonese 
structure of "A-not—A" (e.g. 5g.) and reduplication (e.g. 
5h.). Such a phenomenon can also be explained by the 
Matrix Code principle. Secondly, the attributive pattern 
violates the "innermost constituent constraint". (ref. 
2.2.3) This constraint states that an English word must 
appear at "innermost" parts of the syntactic structure, 
which/ in this case, is supposed to be the head noun. 
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However, in these cases the attributive adjective appears 
in English without the head noun appearing in English. I 
will follow up this issue further in 5.3. 
Let's now turn to examples of "adverb-mixing". 
(6) 
NP(Cant.) Adv(Enq.) V(Cant.) 
/ / 一 \. 
a. neih yiu s e r i o u s l y tai yi go mahn taih 
You MOD seriously look DET CL question 
You have to seriously look at this question. 
b. yuh gwo neih l i t e r a l l y tai sing gingf neih 
CONJ you literally read Bible, you 一 
meih bit gok dak keuih tuhng n^ ih y6uh gwaan haih 
NEG feel ASP it PREP you have relation. 
If you only literally read the Bible, you may not feel 
it is relevant to your life. 
Co ng<^h pijysicraJQy lihn kahm hou guih 
工 physically practice piano EMP tired 
I feel tired physically when practicing piano. 
Adv(Enq) CL(Cant•V /CL(Cant•、 AdvfEnq.) 
d. H o n e s t l y f n g o h gok dak k^ uih ge l^ uih p^ hng y6uh 
Honestly 工 feel ASP he GEN 、 girlfriend 
haih h6u ngok ge yahn 
COP EMP unkind ADJ marker person 
Honestly,工 feel his girlfriend is a very unkind 
person. 
e. F r a n k l y , ng6h haih yat go gei lahn ge yahn 
Frankly 工 COP NUM CL quite lazy ADJ person 
marker 
Frankly, I am quite a lazy person. 
f# y l di yeh ng6h mh haih hou suhk, a c t u a l l y 
‘ D E T CL things 工 NEG COP EMP familiar actually 
工 am not familiar with those things, actually. 
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r A D J ( E n a l i s h ) ADV marker(Cantonese)1ADV 
g• keuih h^ u s e n s i b l e gam wah... 
s/he EMP sensible ADV say 
marker 
He/She says very sensibly that... 
h. keuih wah keuih mh ho yih hou consistent gam laih loh 
s/he say s/he NEG able EMP consistent ADV come PRT 
marker 
He/She says he/she cannot come very consistently. 
Those sentence adverbs appear either at the beginning 
or the end of the sentence. Their relationship to the 
internal structure of the sentence is loose, and there-
fore they can occur quite freely in clause-peripheral 
positions. In terms of the generative framework, these 
adverbs are the S adverbs, which are immediately dominat-
ed by the root node S. The other adverbs, on the other 
hand, must occur preverbally. These adverbs are called 
the VP adverbs in the generative framework, which are 
immediately dominated by the VP node. As for semantics, 
the S adverbs are "speaker-oriented" in expressing the 
speakers' attitude r while the VP adverbs are
 11
 subject-
oriented" in expressing the state of the subject. (ref. 
Jackendoff 1972) 
If one treats the S adverbs in Cantonese as including 
V \ / 
the adverbial phrases such as "go yahn laih gong/Person-
ally", "louh saht gong/Frankly", then the distribution of 
both the English S adverbs and VP adverbs overlaps with 
that of the Cantonese S adverb and VP adverb (marked by a 
following "dei"[dei22] or "gam" [gam35])• Therefore, the 
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Equivalence constraint is observed. 
In sentence g and h whereby an English adjective is 
followed by a Cantonese bound adverb marker, the Free 
Morpheme constraint is violated. 
3.3.4 Preposition and conjunction mixinq 
By "preposition-mixing"工 am referring to the pattern 
of code-mixing whereby an English preposition is sur-
rounded by a predominantly Cantonese discourse. The 
distribution of an English preposition is prenominal, 
whereas in Cantonese there are both prepositions and 
postpositions . 
(7) 
rNP(Cant,) GOP (Cant. ) 「P(Encr.) + NP(Cant. ) 1PP1S 
a. yi di chaan b^ n haih f o r si yahn yuhng touh 
DET CL product GOP for private use 
These products are for private use. 
/ 姨 f 
b. gaau yuhk hohk yun haih under gaau yuhk si chyuh 
Education Colleges COP under Education Department. 




c. A f t e r yi go review jl houh. . • 
After DET CL review P 
d. tou hei gei. sih ga? B e f o r e chou tin dik tuhng wa 
CL film when PRT Before "The Tale of Autumn" 
When was the film shown? Before "the Tale of Autumn". 
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One special property about this preposition-mixing 
mixing is that there is no direct equivalent of "for" (in 
7a) in terms of meaning, which is still classified as 
prepositions in Cantonese. A close equivalent in Canton-
ese for "for" in 7a would be "yohng jok" , which is 
normally classified as a verb. 
Concerning the case of "under" (7b.)/ "after" (7c.) and 
"before"(7d.), in order to express similar ideas with 
Cantonese , a "preposition-NP-postposition" sequence is 
needed: 
(Cantonese) 一 
b. gaau yuhk hohk yun haih hai gaau yuhk si chyuh 
Education Colleges COP P Education Department 
ji hah 
P 
The Education Colleges are under the Education Department 
/ 
c. hai go review ji houh 
P CL review P 
After the review.•. 
•v. 一 — 一 、 . . y — \ 
d. hai chou tin dik tuhng wa ji chihn 
P "The Tale of Autumn" P 
Before "The Tale of Autumn", 
For 7b., the Cantonese equivalent for "under", "hah", 
is distributed in the postnominal position, but "under" 
is distributed in the prenominal position in CM. As for 
7c., the Cantonese equivalent for the English word 
\ 
"Before", "chihn", is distributed in the postnominal 
position in Cantonese, yet "Before" is distributed in the 
prenominal position in CM. For 7d., the Cantonese equiv-
alent for "After", "houh"r is distributed in the postnom-
inal position in Cantonese, yet "After" is distributed in 
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the prenominal position in CM. This diverges from other 
patterns of Cantonese-English CM. In most patterns, an 
English word is embedded in positions in which a Canton-
ese word of equivalent meaning and word class is distrib-
uted. All these suggest that the English phrase struc-
ture rule is also accessed in these particular cases of 
preposition-mixing. 
As for the distribution of the English prepositions, it 
must precede nouns though Cantonese can be prepositional 
and postpositional. (i.e. Cantonese words like "houh" 
(i.e. "after") in c. and "chihn" (i.e. "before") in d. 广 
can be considered postpositions . ref• Chao 19 68,Gh.7) 
Here, the equivalence constraint is observed, as mixing 
does not occur in the postpositional rule, which would 
then violates English syntax. 
By "conjunction-mixing" I am referring to cases in 
which an English conjunction is surrounded by a predomi-
nantly Cantonese discourse. The distribution of these 
conjunctions is compatible with that of equivalent Can-
tonese conjunctions . 
(8)a. Whereas keuih fun gan qaau.•• 
八 W h e r e a s he/she sleep PROG 
Whereas he/she is sleeping... 
b. neih sin jouh yuhn yi yeuhng, and then ngoh wuih bei 
you first do PFT this and then 工 MOD give 
daap ngon n^ ih 
answer you 
You complete this (exercise) first, and、then I give 
you the answer• . 
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Conjunction-mixing is not common compared to other 
patterns in Cantonese—;English code—mixing, though it 
certainly exists and in such cases most of the English 
conjunctions would appear in clause initial positions.
7 
As for its significance for the proposed constraintsf the 
pattern violates the Government constraint as the code 
alternates between a conjunction and a following clause. 
(ref. Disciullo, Muysken and Singh 1986:12) 
The patterns of preposition and conjunction mixing also 
violate the close-class word constraint, which is argued 
for strongly in Gibbons(1987) and Joshi(1984). 





.4 The Minor Patterns : Fragments 
3
-4.1 Form and Structure 
The form and structure of English fragments in Canton-
ese-English, which consists of two words or more, can be 
described by two of the language-specific constraints 
formulated by Gibbons (1987): They are the "fragment" 
constraint mentioned in 2.2.2 and the "innermost" con-
stituent constraint mentioned in 2.2.3. 
In an elaboration of the former constraint, Gibbons 
(P-
59
) comments that "in the great majority of cases 
where the fragment of English consists of two words or 
more, it retains English grammar internally, while not 






« the internal distribution of English elements must be 
in conformity with the grammar of English; and 
b externally, the fragment of English is distributed in 
places where the surrounding Cantonese syntax is not 
disrupted. 
Statement a. specifies the constituency structure of the 
fragment/ while statement b. specifies the structure of 
the whole code-mixed sentence. 
46 
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The constraint is in fact a reformulation of the Dual 
Structure principle (Sridhar and Sridhar 1980), and it is 
also consistent with Joshi's model (1984) and Nishimura's 
model (1986,1989). 
On the other hand, the "innermost" constituent con-
straint stipulates that if the mixed elements are frag-
ments ,they must be. the "innermost" constituents, or, 
alternatively/ heads of phrases plus, if any, their 
modifiers. This constraint thus specifies the form of 
the fragments . 
工 think these two constraints generally capture a large 
number of code-mixing in which an English fragment is 
included. Let's turn to some examples: 
(9) 
NP(Eng.) 縫 
a. keuih go jai jing yat haih naughty boy 
PRON CL son ADV COP naughty boy 
Her son is really a naughty boy. 
VP(Eng.) , 
b. hou sam keuih keep his mouth shut 
good heart he keep his mouth shut 
工 hope he keeps his mouth shut. 
ADJPfEng.) ， 
c<. g6 di gaau si haih p r o p e r l y t r a i n (ed) 
DEM CL teacher GOP properly trained 
Those teachers are properly trained. 
PP(Enq. ) 一 一 一 • 、 z _ 
d. ihh ji di je wuih-mh-wuih out of stock ge ne 
NEG know CL umbrella MOD(A-not—A) out of stock PRT 
I don't know if the umbrellas are out of stock. 
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3.4.2 Cantonese fragments under English phrase structure 
In other code-mixed sentences, the English fragments 
are not composed of a head and a modifier. ' 
(10) 
a- I'm speaking of go cost, Mnh haih functionality . 
CL NEG COP 
I'm speaking of the cost, not functionality. 
b. ngoh nih tiihng yi k‘uih ge yi gin, 
工 NEG agree he GEN opinion 
which does no亡 jneau ngoh jang k^ uih 
which does not mean 工 dislike him. 
I do not agree to his opinions, which does not mean 工 
dislike him. 
In the above cases, the English fragments are no longer 
mere projections of heads within a sentence constituent. 
On the other hand, it would seem to be plausible that 
such sentences are generated by phrase structure rules 
from the English grammar,. accompanied by a process in 
which the Cantonese phrases are inserted in places where 
an English phrase of the corresponding category is dis-
tributed. The following are the phrase structures of 10a 
‘ and 10b in terms of the X-bar theory. 
、 . . ( 1 1 ) 
a . ^ ^ ^ IP 
NP ^ ^ 
、 I ^V' 
/ S^PP、 
/ / P ^ ^ . 
/ / / CL N' 
/ / / I 玲 




^ ^ \ 
IP C' 
/ \ \
 s p 〜 X 
/1 牺。一 V〉、。 
ngoh mh tiihng yi\ \ Z ^^ N 
keuih ge yi gin which does no亡 mean ngoh jang keuih 
Evidence of the claim that these sentences are generat-
ed from the English grammar can be found in the realiza-
tion of I, ("Inflection" in the X-bar framework) in 11a. 
and lib., and the postmodifying relative clause in l ib . , 
which are absent in Cantonese. Besides, the absence of 
verb "to be" and wh-elements in other intrasentential 
code-mixing patterns, which, as discussed, results from 
an English word/phrase occupying a place where a corre-
sponding Cantonese category is distributed, also suggests 
that the cases in question stem from the English 
o 
grammar.。 
A similar phenomenon is also found in Japanese-English 
code-mixing (Nishimura 1985 : 131) by Japanese speakers, 
where she finds it necessary to allow a switch from an 
English category to a corresponding one in Japanese, 
.* • 
though she notes that such a process is ruled out by 
Joshi (1984) in what he calls the "asymmetry" constraint, 
(i.e. In code-mixing a category from the embedded lan-
guage ,L2 of the code-mixer, cannot be Switched to a 
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corresponding category of the matrix language, LI of the 
code-mixer.) Indeed, provided that both phrase struc-
tures are potentially available to bilinguals, it is 
unclear why code-mixing has to start with a phrase struc-
ture rule in the matrix language, and code-switch between 
corresponding categories be confined to a one-way street 
from the matrix language to the embedded language. Nor 
is there a reason given by Joshi himself. 
4 • Critique of the major constraints and principles 
This section examines the applicability of the major 
constraints and principles proposed in the literature to 
the patterns of Cantonese-English code-mixing that have 
just been described. Some of the points mentioned above 
will be summarized. 
4•1 The Free Morpheme constraint 
As for the Free Morpheme constraint, it has been pointed 
out that the sequences of V(Eng.) ASP(Cant.) and V(Eng.)-
NEG(Cant.)-V(Eng.) in verb-mixing, ADJ(Eng.)-NEG(Cant.)-
ADJ (Eng. ) in adjective mixing, and ADJ (Eng• )ADV 
marker(Cant.) in adverb-mixing are outright violations to 
, the constraint. In these cases, the English verbs or 
adjectives are free morphemes, which alternate with the 
Cantonese yaspect marker, negative marker or adverb mark-
er, all being bound morphemes. Marginally, one may 
• > 、 
consider* those noun—mixing cases as "gay-lou" (gay—per-
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son), " chair-lou" (chairman), "call-gei" (pager),丨丨 li一 
gei" (library) , "van-jai" (van) are also violations, as 
similar blends can also be found in Dutch-English (i.e. 
arbeitspace i-e. "work pace") and are treated by Clyne 
(1987) as a violation. Nevertheless, one may also argue 
that those English-Cantonese noun blends may be consid-
ered as "borrowing" cases as the above terms are highly 
lexicalized (i.e. the English elements are always phono-
logically adapted), and probably known to the monolin-
guals in the'Hongkong speech community. After all, not 
all nouns which randomly undergo such a pattern are 
readily acceptable as in the case of English verbs 
inflected by Cantonese aspect markers (e.g. ？ " l e c t u r e r -
lou"f " s h o p - g e i " ) , but the word-formation process is in 
principle not a restricted one. And I must maintain that 
the boundary between genuine "code-mixing" and "borrow-
ing" is by no means clear-cut. (ref. section 7) 
4•2 The Equivalence constraint 
As for the Equivalence constraint, it covers most pat-
terns except for the noun-mixing pattern in which an 
English noun is preceded by a Cantonese relative clause. 
As the relative clause is postnominal in English but 
prenominal in Cantonese, a word order conflict hence 
resultsand there should be no mixing between a Canton-
ese relative clause and an English noun, or between an 
English relative clause and a Cantonese noun according to 
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the Equivalence constraint. However, the former struc-
ture is allowed in reality, which constitutes a violation 
of the constraint. • Besides , the sequence of 
CLASSIFIER(Cantonese) NOUN(English) in Cantonese-English 
code-mixing also violates English syntax
9
 and in turn 
the Equivalence constraint. In addition, this con-
straint is unequipped to describe a myriad of phenomena, 
in which the English words are incorporated into Canton-
ese morphosyntaxr such as the English verbs and adjec-
tives which are in "A-not-A" structure and reduplication, 
though the distribution of these English verbs and adjec-
tives in Cantonese-English code-mixing observes the 
. Equivalence constraint, strictly speaking. 
4 • 3 The Government constraint 
There is little evidence on how the Government con-
straint works in Cantonese-English code-mixing. Appar-
ently , verb-mixing and conjunction-mixing patterns vio-
late the constraint, as mentioned in 3.3.1 and 3.3.4. 
More importantly, the constraint states that there should 
be no mixing between elements held by government rela-
tions; which are the head of a phrase and its comple-
ments . The overwhelming proportion of the single-word 
mixing cases in Cantonese—English code-mixing thus vio-
late the constraint because they.can occupy the head 
positions without any of its complements appearing in 
English. Bearing this in mind and the possibilities ‘、 、 
about the government constraint suggested by 
‘ * 
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Romaine( 1989 ) (ref. 2 • 1 •3), at least in the case of 
Cantonese-English, the second one, which doubts the 
"minimal c-command" version adopted by the constraint, is 
out of the question, as other versions of government are 
also formal relations between heads and complements. The 
remaining possibilities are :. Firstly, the government 
constraint bears little relation to the phenomenon of 
code-mixing in the first place. Secondly, the government 
constraint is relaxed in Cantonese-English code mixing 
particularly. Of these two alternatives,工 am inclined 
to the first standpoint, as the notion of "government" 
is postulated in the first place to be universal rather 
than language-specific- it is unlikely that "Government" 
works in some languages but not in others• 
4 • 4 The Matrix Code principle 
The Matrix Code principle is adequate insomuch as the 
morphosyntax of the matrix language is preserved, regard-
less of any violations of the morphosyntax of the embed-
ded language. Suffice it to say, the Matrix Code princi-
ple is a descriptively powerful one in Cantonese-English, 
predicting almost all 七 h e patterns, as the external 
distribution of most of the English words or fragments 
is compatible with that of the Cantonese words or 
fragments of the same category. Besides, it describes a 
number of phenomena in which an English word is incor-
porated into the distinct morphosyntactic structure of 
Cantonese, such as an English verb or adjective which 
_::.:,:..::,.:::.:/:/. \ . • • 53 . ‘. 
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undergo "A-not-A" structure or reduplication, or an 
English noun preceded by the Cantonese classifier, or an 
English verb inflected by a Cantonese .aspect marker. 
The major weakness of the principle, as I see it, is 
that it is not specific enough. The environments in 
which the codes may alternate or not are not specified. 
In additionf as code-mixing is an ability of the bilin-
guals, any descriptively adequate constraints or princi-
ples will also need to specify the role of L2 in code-
mixing. Yet, the Matrix Code principle does not. For 
instance, the internal constituency of fragments conforms 
to the phrase structure of the embedded code rather 
than that of the matrix code. If the phrase structure 
rules for a particular fragment is different and such 
difference is juxtaposed in a code-mixed sentence (i.e. 
the Kannada-English sentence In 2 .1.5)r the principle 
would erroneously rule out such sentences. Furthermore, 
as the matrix code is confined to Ll of the speakers r it 
cannot predict cases in which a L2 phrase structure is 
introduced, (preposition-mixing cases in 3.3.4 and sen-
tences in 3.4.2) 
i ' ,v 
4.5 The Dual Structure Principle 
The Dual Structure principle covers all the cases in 
which a Cantonese-English sentence contains an English 
fragment. The strength of the Dual Structure principle 
lies in its specification of both the external and 
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internal distribution of the fragments, and hence the 
structure of the fragment and the structure of the code-
mixed sentence as a whole. 
The Dual Structure principle describes the internal 
constituency and the external distribution of the mixed 
fragments. Accordingly, it does not tackle the single-
word cases, which does not apparently show the phrase 
structure of their language. The single-word cases are, 
however, the major patterns in Cantonese-English• Be-
sides r the principle only predicts that a L2 element 
(i.e. "the guest constituent
11
) is mixed under a phrase 
structure of LI (i.e. "the rule of the host language"). 
However, in some cases, the reverse phenomenon can be 
found. (e.g. preposition-mixing cases in 3.3.4 and sen-
tences in 3.4.2) Most importantly, as it is in the case 
for the Matrix Code principle, the Dual Structure princi-
ple does not precisely specify the syntactic environments 
in which code-mixing is allowed or not allowed to take 
place. Rather, it provides generalizations on the 
properties of the code-mixed sentences. On the other 
hand, the "constraints" are aimed at this direction. 
5• Revised constraints 
5.1 The Category Equivalence constraint • 
5.1.1 Generalizations from the patterns 
From the above description of the major patterns of 
Cantonese-English code—mixing, it can be concluded that 
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most of the single words of English (except prepositions, 
ref. 3.3.4) are distributed in positions where equivalent 
Cantonese words of the same word class are distributed in 
a Cantonese discourse, no matter what the distribution of 
the word is in English. This is so even if the distribu-
tion of a category is different in English and Cantonese 
(e.g. nouns occur before a relative clause in English 
but after a relative clause in Cantonese) or the same 
(i.e. other patterns ).
10
 For the English fragments , 
the process is essentially the same； that is, they are 
distributed in position where a Cantonese fragment of 
• the corresponding category is distributed. The differ-
ence between single-word cases and fragments is just that 
for the latter the category is a phrasal one r intermedi-
ate or maximalr in terms of the X-bar theory• The fact 
that these fragments are phrasal categories must, howev-
er f rest in the premise that these fragments are projec-
tions of heads, which are also consistent with the data. 
In the still rarer cases where an English phrase struc-
ture rather than a Cantonese one is introduced (preposi-
tion-:mixing and code-mixed sentences with English phrase 
structure; ref. 3.3.4 and 3.4.2), the process is also 
one of switching between equivalent categories• The 
difference is just a reverse of the role of the two 
languages concerned: This time a category of Cantonese is 
distributed in positions where an equivalent one of 
English. is distributed. 
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By these generalizations, we may conceive of code-mixing 
as a process whereby elements of the embedded code are 
inserted in appropriate slots of a phrase structure 
generated by the matrix code. As is found in the Canton-
ese-English data, some code-mixed sentences bear a phrase 
structure of English rather than that of Cantonese. To 
cover these cases as well, the matrix code, contrary to 
Joshi( 19 84 ) and Kamwangamalu's( 1989 ) definition, is not 
confined to the Ll of the speakers, which is Cantonese in 
my case. By this view of the matrix code； Joshi's 
"asymmetry" constraint (ref. 2.1.5) can be upheld, and 
the Matrix Code principle be extended to cover the cases 
in which an L2 phrase structure is introduced as well. 
A constraint such as the following one captures the 
above generalizations : 
(11)The category equivalence constraint 
"In code-mixing, an element from the embedded code is 
distributed in a position where an element of the same 
category from the matrix code is distributed in the 
matrix code. The matrix code is the language from which 
the sentence structure of the code-mixed sentence is 
derived. Such an element ranges from a morpheme to a 
phrase." 
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Usuallyf a free morpheme is embedded, as in cases such 
as an English verb inflected by a Cantonese aspect marker 
(i.e. sentences (l)j一o in 3.3 . 1) or an English noun 
followed by another Cantonese bound or free morpheme in 
compounds(i.e. those cited in 4.1), as the English ele-
ments appearing in the code-mixed sentences are free 
morphemes rather than words. Sometimes, a bound morpheme 
from English may be embedded, such as a preposition and a 
conjunction (ref. 3.3.4) 
This constraint is to a large extent consistent with 
Sridhar and Sridhar's ( 1980 ) Dual Structure principle, 
except that the latter only deals with cases in which a 
fragment is inserted under a phrase structure of another 
language in code-mixing. It overlaps with Joshi's (1984) 
parsing model of intrasentential code-switching, which 
postulates that the behavior of intrasentential code-
switching is underlined by a uniform mechanism of a 
category of the matrix language being switched to a 
corresponding category of the embedded language (p.192)r 
except that, as discussed above, the category equivalence 
constraint does not confine the matrix language/code to 
LI and the embedded language/code to L2• Such a postu-
late of switching between equivalent categories is also 
assumed and incorporated in Nishimura's (1986, 1989) 
model of language assignment. 
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5.1.2 Rationale of the Category Equivalence constraint ‘ 
In fact, as mentioned above, the Category Equivalence 
constraint is not really a new thing, as the idea of a 
switch between corresponding categories is already im-
plied in Sridhar and Sridhar's (19 8 0) model, Joshi's 
(1984 ) model and Nishimura' s ( 1986, 1989 ) model'. After 
all, what is the point of positing such a category-
equivalence constraint which seems to be just common-
sense? 
First of all, it covers all the patterns described 
above without exceptions. It yields the same results as 
the equivalence constraint together with its exceptions. 
(i.e. mixing between a Cantonese relative clause and an 
English noun or between a Cantonese classifier and Eng-
lish noun.) Besides, by this constraint an English word 
is put in slots where a Cantonese equivalent category is 
put. It follows naturally that the English word hence 
also inherits the distinct morphosyntactic properties of 
the corresponding Cantonese categories, such as an Eng-
lish verb inflected by a Cantonese aspect marker or an 
English verb or adjective in reduplication or the "A-not-
A" structure, (in accordance with Cantonese, in which a 
Cantonese verb or adjective may undergo reduplication or 
form the "A-not-A" structure), phenomena covered by the 
Matrix Code principle. Going one step further, the 
category
4
 equivalence constraint provides a basis for the 
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Matrix Code Principle, yet it, as mentioned above, can 
also describe the internal constituency of the fragments 
and other sentences in which a L2 phrase structure is 
introduced, cases not being covered by the Matrix Code 
principle• For the Free Morpheme constraint, its viola-
tions ,such as an English verb inflected by a Cantonese 
aspect marker or even the borderline cases of "noun-
mixing" r can also be captured by the category equivalence 
constraint. As regards the Government constraint, I have 
pointed out its drawbacks in describing the major pat-
terns . As a result, it is the case that the category 
equivalence constraint is the most powerful one among the 
others mentioned, though, as will be shown below, it is 
by no means perfect concerning the non-switchability of 
certain categories which should have been mixed according 
to the constraint. 
5.1.3 Categorical non-equivalence 
In response to the constraint, the obvious question to 
ask is : what about the categories of English that do not 
have equivalents in Cantonese, like the English auxiliary 
verbs like "be", "do" and "have", the articles, and the 
clause complementizer "that"? It follows strictly that 
these cases cannot occur as single words in Cantonese-
English discourse. The non-switchability of the above 
mentioned items, all beipg closed class items, is con-
sistent with a much quoted observation th^t the closed 
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class items do not appear in code-mixing generally. 
However, it is not the case that there is basically a 
constraint forbidding the mixing of all closed class 
items, as envisaged by Joshi (1984:194) and Gibbons 
(1987: 57). As I have shown above, English prepositions 
and conjunctions may appear in Cantonese-English code-
mixing as single words surrounded by Cantonese. My 
point is that the non-switchability of certain closed 
class items can be explained by categorical non-equiva-
lence between Cantonese and English which necessarily 




On a closer look, however, there are some sets of 
closed class items which seem to have corresponding 
categories in Cantonese but cannot be mixed as single— 
words surrounded by Cantonese discourse. These items 
include the pronouns, the possessive, the quantifiers, 
and the modal verbs• 
I must stress that the non-switchability of certain 
categories which have equivalents in Cantonese shows the 
insufficiency of the category equivalence constraint over 
some categories rather than refutes it directly, as it 
still works concerning the major patterns. Such a phe-
nomenon only points to the need of more constraints in a 
comprehensive description of Cantonese—English code— 
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mixing on the "single-word" level. 
5.2 The Bound Morpheme constraint 
It is observed in 2.1.1 that the violations of the Free 
Morpheme constraint, as reported in other varieties of 
code-mixing, take the form of a stem of the embedded code 
plus one or more bound morphemes which express different 
grammatical categories of the matrix code. 
The bound morpheme constraint is proposed in an attempt 
to capture the above generalizations: 
(12) The bound morpheme constraint 
" A bound morpheme of the embedded code does not occur 
in code-mixing unless it is attached to the corresponding 
roots from the embedded code, according to the word 
11 
formation rules of the embedded code•"丄丄 
Let's look at the predictions of the constraint in 
greater detail• The possible combinations between a 
bound/free morpheme from the matrix code and another one 
from the embedded code are listed below: 
(13) Matrix Code Embedded Code 
a. “ bound bound 
b. bound fi;ee 
c. free bound 
d. free free 
The sequence 13a is automatically ruled out as the 
bound morphemes by definition cannot occur 、 on their own 
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without any stem. 13b is allowed by the constraint and 
supported by many Cantonese-English patterns and other 
reported violations of the free morpheme constraint, 13c 
is not allowed and also prohibited by the free morpheme 
constraint. 13d is allowed, which covers in reality the 
overwhelming majority of cases of mixing between words, 
which observe the free morpheme constraint, and those 
compounds like those compound verbs in Punjabi-English 
I 
(Romaine 1989), and compound nouns in Cantonese-English 
(ref.4.1) and Dutch-English (Clyne 1989), which violate 
the free morpheme constraint. Thus, the bound morpheme 
is descriptively more powerful. 
With regard to the English possessives, one of the puz-
zles left by the category equivalence constraint (ref. 
5.1.4), they are ruled out as single-word cases in Can-
tonese-English CM by the bound morpheme constraint. 
Apart from its descriptive adequacy, the bound morpheme 
constraint bears much theoretical significance if one 
considers the fact that the bound morphemes of the embed-
ded code function as markers for the grammatical catego-
ries of the embedded code. Two of the remaining prob-
lems of the category equivalence constraint, namely, the 
pronouns and the modal verbs, in fact share one common 
property; that Is, their morphological forms are inex-
tricably linked with grammatical categories, though they 





other free morphemes. (i.e. For the pronouns, cases; and 
for the modal verbs, inflection/ tense and agreement) 
Then, we may interpret the bound morpheme constraint as a 
constraint which generally prohibits the distinct gram-
matical categories of English from entering into Canton-
ese . 
If we argue that the non-switchability of these items 
is in fact due to -the non-switchability of grammatical 
categories, then/ we may also provide a reason for other 
code-mixing patterns as well. First of all, it is ob-
served that in verb-mixing patterns normally only the 
English stems, unmarked for tense, agreement ,and aspect, 
are mixed. The fact that these English verbs can be 
followed by a Cantonese aspect marker further illustrates 
that the Cantonese grammatical category related to time 
rather than the English one is retained in Cantonese-
English code-mixing, so far as Cantonese is the matrix 
code and English the embedded code. As for the noun-
mixing pattern, normally the English noun stem, unmarked 
for numberf is mixed.12 Such a phenomenon of grammatical 
categories of the matrix code retaining in code-mixing 、 
can also be found in other languages• 
4•3 The specifier constraint 
‘工 reformulate Gibbon's observations as the "innermost 
constituent constraint" in terms of syntactic theory as 
follows: (ref. 2.2.3) 
i ？ : 6 4 
"In Cantonese-English code-mixingf the modifier of 
phrase does not turn to English p/ithou亡 t/je head of 
the phrase having turned to English.“ 
(Gibbons 1987:62) 
The "innermost" constituent is reinterpreted as head of 
a phrasef while the modifier which is immediately adja-
cent to the head is the "next innermost constituent". 
The constraint is capable of describing a number of 
phenomena in Cantonese-English code-mixing. ..In the first 
• placef the non-switchability of the quantifier as single-
word cases can be attributed to this constraint rather 
than the two constraints discussed above. Such a phe-
nomenon is also observed by Gibbons (1987:58). Yet, if 
the head noun is English, the English quantifier can also 
appear. 
( 1 4 ) , r 一 、 
e.g. go sail go haih four p a r t s gah 
^ DEM CL song COP QUAN N PRT 
Is that song a four-part song? 
*go sau go hai four bou ga? 
Returning to some examples of fragments, one may also 
observe that seldom would a Cantonese-English bilingual 
utter a modifier without the head being English. 
(15) 
a. keuih go jai jing yat haih naughty boy laih ga 
PRON CL son ADV COP naughty boy PRT 
Her son is really a naughty boy. • 
？ keuih go jai jing yat haih naughty naahm jai 
b. go di gaau si haih properly t r a i n ( e d ) ge 
DEM CL teacher COP properly trained PRT 
Those teachers are properly trained. 
？ go di gaau si haih p r o p e r l y fun lin 
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c. keuih go naahin pahng youh quite handsome ga 
PRON CL boyfriend quite handsome PRT 
Her boyfriend is quite handsome. 
？ keui go naam pang you Quite lenq iai ga 
Indeed r the
 11
 innermost" constituent constraint is 
consistent with the above description of the fragments as 
projections of heads. 
Obvious violations of the constraint include the cases 
of attributive adjectives and VP adverbs in the adjective 
or adverb-mixing pattern (ref.3.3.3)> in which English 
attributive adjectives and adverbs may serve as modifiers 
of the Cantonese head noun or head verb respectively. 
Nonetheless, the attributive ad jective and the adverb 
must be explicitly marked with a degree marker and 
a modifier marker "ge" or "g^ m" respectively. In other 
words / with a preceding "hou" and a following marker 
"ge" (i.e. adjective marker for 15a) or "g^ m" (adverb 
marker for 15b), the awkward sentences seem to become 
natural again. However, It is doubtful whether this 
pattern has anything to do with code-mixing, as in Can-
tonese the modifiers normally do take these markers. 
One thing, however, is more certain. The quantifiers 
and the degree adverbs like "quite" in 15c cannot be 
marked anyway to occur in Cantonese—English code—mixing 
as single-word cases. These elements are cases classi-
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fied as specifiers within the X-bar framework. 
In terms of the most recent X-bar theory on phrase 
structure, what was generally known as the "modifier" in 
traditional grammar falls into three kinds, namely, the 
complements, which expands a constituent from zero bar to 
single bar; the adjuncts, which expand a constituent from 
zero/single/double bar to the same bar level； and the 
specifiers r which expands a constituent from single bar 
to double bar. Let's now refer to the X-bar framework to 
see what, if any, the relative priority for mixing con-
stituents is . (ref. Radford 1988) 
As regards the complements, there are cases in which 
the complements can be English without their heads ap-
pearing in English; Of course,工 am now discussing the 
cases in which Cantonese serves as the matrix code of the 
code-mixed utterance. For example: 
(16) 
a. VP complement: NP 
n i^h y6uh mouh g^ an dou second p r i o r i t y a 
you yes no choose ASP second priority a 
Have you chosen second priority? 
(There is, however/ the question that an English nominal 
fragment normally do not take the article, though they 
can be analysed as NP's in the code-mixed sentence) 
b. VP complement: AdjP 
sentence (15)b 
c. IP complement: VP / n / 
ng<^h deih keep in 亡 o u c A , hou-mh-hou? 
We PL keep in touch, good-NEG-good? 
Isn't it good for us to keep in touch with each other? 
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dy NP complement 2 premodifier 
go go Arts ge hohk saan dou haih St J o h n ' s 
DEM CL Arts modifier student ADV COP St John's 
That Arts student is also from St John's. 
(From Gibbons 1987:62) 
(The modifier "Arts" is considered as complement because 
the sequence "Arts student" can be paraphrased as "a 
student who studies Arts") 
As for the adjuncts, there are also cases in which they 
can appear in English without their heads appearing in 
English. For example: 
(17 ) 
a. VP adjuncts: adverbs 
sentences (6)a-c, cases of adverb-mixing 
b. NP adjuncts: attributive adjective 
sentences (5)i-k, cases of adjective-mixing 
Concerning the specifiers, howeverr it is observed that 
most of the specifiers cannot be English without their 
heads appearing in English. A constraint as follows can 
be formulated to capture the observation: 
(18) The specifier constraint 
" In Cantonese-English code-mixing, the specifier of a 
phrase does not appear in English without other constitu-
ents of the phrase^  the head and, if any, the complements 
and adjunctsA also appearing in English. The constraint 
holds as long as the Cantonese serves as the matrix 
code." 
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This constraint predicts that the following items of 
the matrix code cannot appear in code-mixing if the other 
constituents of the phrase do not appear in the embedded 
code (i.e. in this case, English) as well: 
(19) 
a. quantifiers- NP specifier 
b. degree adverb- ADJP or ADVP specifier 
c. primary auxiliary verbs - VP specifier 
d. subject NP (except Proper names)- IP specifier 
e. wh-words -GP specifier 
The most obvious example is the non-switchability of 
quantifiers and articles as single-word cases, which are 
classified as NP specifiers. Nor can the primary auxil-
iary verbs, which are VP specif iers r be mixed as single-
word cases. As illustrated above r the degree adverb in 
(15)c, "quite", which is the adjective phrase specifier, 
cannot occur in Cantonese-English code-mixing as a sin-
13 
gle-word case, either. 
In a few cases, the subject NP, the S/IP specifier, 
does appear in English without the predicate/VP turning 
to English. Yet, the NP is restricted to the Proper 
names or the generic usage of the noun. 
( 2 0 ) , / 一 」 , 
a. C h r i s t i n e jui gahn hou chih mouh mut mood gam 
Christine recently seem NEG CL mood PRT 
Christine seems not to be in good mood recently. 
b. computer ho yih tau gwo keyboard taih gong y5t di 
computer can through keyboard provide NUM CL 
feedback 
feedback 
The computer can provide some feedback through the key-
board. 
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The proper names, like "Christine" or "Rosalie", may be 
treated as NPs which are adapted to Cantonese, as they 
can be preceded by the Cantonese affix "ah". Syntactic 
adaptation to Cantonese is even more obvious with the 
generic NP's as the article or the plural suffix are 
both omitted, which are otherwise needed to mark the 
generic usage of the common noun in English. 工 also want 
to emphasize the fact these apparent violations of the 
specifier constraints are rare.^^ On the other hand, it 
is crystal clear that wh-words, as CP specifiers, are 
ruled out as single-word cases in questions in Cantonese-
English code—mixing, in which the wh—elements are sup-
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6• Psycholinquistic Processes 
In this section,工 will investigate the proposed con-
straints and principles from the perspective of their 
implications on bilingual processing. First of all,工 
will describe the various models implied by the、 major 
constraints and principles proposed in the literature. 
Considering their empirical inadequacy (as mentioned in 
Ch.2 and Ch.4 on Cantonese-English and other varieties of 
code-mixing)工 deduce that all these models leave room 
for further improvement. Then,工 vill portray an alterna-
tive model on the basis of the constraints 工 have pro-
posed. 
6.1. Previous models 
In this section, the major constraints and principles 
previously discussed are revisited. This time,工 will 
focus on their implications on bilingual processing 
involved in the behavior of code-mixing. 
6.1.1 The Equivalence model 
工 use the term "the Equivalence model" to describe the 
model of bilingual processing which is implied by the 
Equivalence constraint as proposed by Poplack(1981)r 
Sankoff and Poplack(1980) and others. These researchers 
believe that in code-mixing the structural integrity of 
the two languages is involved across all linguistic 
levels. On the morphological level, such integrity is 
displayed by the Free Morpheme constraint, by which 
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mixing is prohibited between a free morpheme and a bound 
morpheme. (i.e. otherwise the free morpheme is morpholog-
ically integrated into the language of the bound mor-
pheme ) On the syntactic level, such integrity is ex-
pressed by the Equivalence constraint, whereby mixing is 
only allowed within a phrase the order of which is iden-
tical in both languages. 
In fact r this model has been formulated explicitly by 
Woolford( 1983 ). (ref. Fig. 6.1) The essence of this 
model is that in code-mixing, the bilingual must activate 
the grammars simultaneously, compare the phrase structure 
rules of the two grammars, and code-mix within a phrase 
only when the phrase structure rules are identical. 
THE CODE-MIXING BILINGUAL 
:•丄 
Phrase Structure ///x) Phrase StructureRules 
。fLi t^ M。fL2 
jLexicon of Ll ' Lexicon of L2
 L 
Fig.6,1 "The Equivalence model" 
a./ The code-mixing bilingual only has access to the 
shaded part, which refers to the phrase structure 
rules shared by the phrase structure components of 
the two languages. 
b. and c./ The shaded part is accessible to the 
lexicons of both languages. Therefore mixing within 
a phrase generated by this part of phrase structure 
components is possible.) 
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6.1.2 The Matrix Code model 
The Matrix code principle t as proposed by 
Kamwangamalu(19 89), suggests that in code-mixing the 
morphosyntax of the matrix code, the Ll of the bilingual, 
must be observed irrespective of any possible violation 
of morphosyntax of the embedded code, the L2 of the 
bilingual. This principle thus points to the process 
that in code-mixing the bilingual must access a matrix 
code, from which the sentence structure is derived and in 
which the words from the embedded code are embedded. The 
idea that the resultant code-mixed sentence must observe 
the morphosyntax of the matrix code but may violate that 
of the embedded code indicates that the bilingual does 
not access the grammars on equal terms. He or she does 
not compare the phrase structure rules of the two gram-
mars , a s is suggested in the Equivalence modelr but 
rather adheres to the grammar of the matrix code. To 
take a metaphor, the morphosyntax of the matrix code 
provides a frame which is imposed on the lexical items 
of the matrix code as well as the embedded code. 
Besides, to capture the instances of English/French-Bantu 
code-mixing in which the stems from English or French 
(i.e. the embedded code) are morphologically inflected in 
Bantu (i.e. the Matrix Code)(e.g. an English/French verb 
stem is inflected according to the Bantu tense/aspect 
system) , the model must contain, an interface between the 
lexicon of the embedded code and the morphosyntax of the 
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lexicon of the embedded code and the morphosyntax of the 
matrix code. An English/French word may have already 
been inflected according to English/French morphosyntax 
before it is further adapted syntactically or morphologi-
cally to Bantu. (e.g. reinfinitivization) To trace the 
origin of these instances, another interface is needed 
between the lexicon of the embedded code and the morpho-
syntax of the matrix code, through the morphosyntax of 
the embedded code. (ref. Fig. 6.2) 
THE CODE-MIXING BILINGUAL 
• - / . . 
Morphosyntax of LI, / d. Morphosyntax of L2, 
the Matrix Code 3^7™ the Embedded code 
•
 b
. T • , 
Lexicon of LI Lexicon of L2 
Fig.6.2 "The Matrix Code model" 
a./ The code-mixing bilingual only has access to the 
morphosyntax of the Matrix Code, which is confined 
to the Ll of the bilingual. 
b. and c./ The morphosyntax of the matrix code may 
be taken up by lexical items of both languages‘ 
d./ There may also be another link between the 
morphosyntax of Ll and the lexicon of L2 through the 
morphosyntax of L2 for cases in which words already 
inflected in the embedded code are further adapted 




6.1.3 The Dual Structure model 
The Dual Structure principle, as proposed by Sridhar 
and Sridhar(1980), stipulates that "the internal struc-
ture of the guest constituent (i.e. of the embedded code) 
need not conform to the constituent rules of the host 
language(i.e. the matrix code) , so long as its placement 
in the host language obeys the rule of the host 
language". (Sridhar and Sridhar 1980:412) By the Dual 
Structure Principle, in code-mixing behavior, the two 
grammars of the language , while simultaneously accessi-
ble, are held separately. There is a "comparison stage", 
in which the code-mixer checks if the external distribu-
tion of the embedded constituent violates the phrase 
structure of the matrix sentence, followed by an "assem-
bly line processing"f in which the code-mixer forms the 
embedded constituent separatelyA and insert them in 
appropriate slots of the matrix sentence). The notions 
of "the comparison stage" and "the assembly line process" 
are the hypotheses which have been suggested and argued 
for by other researchers, as cited by Sridhar and Sridhar 
(1980:213-414). 
With these assumptions, a model of production implied 
by the Dual Structure Principle would be one in which 
both grammars are held separately They operate in paral-
lel: The grammar of the host language deriving the sen-
tence structure and check the points where the guest 
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constituent can be placed. At the same time, the grammar 
of the guest language forms the guest constituent and 
inserts them into the appropriate slots of the code-mixed 
sentence. To capture these processes of "the comparison 
stage" and "the assembly line process", links must be 
made between the grammar and the lexicon of the host 
language, between the grammar and lexicon of the embedded 
language, and between the products of these interactions. 
Yet, one has to bear in mind that the basic sentence 
structure comes from the host grammar instead of the 
guest grammar, the code-mixing bilingual only has access 
to the host grammar in deriving the sentence structure of 
the code-mixed utterance. (ref. Fig. 6.3) 
THE CODE-MIXING BILINGUAL 
V :::,、 
Grammar"""" ~~~~ Grammar 
of the host language . c• of the guest language 
(i.e. LI) ^ ~ (i.e. L2) 
U _ _ — - - A — 
d. b. 
LI lexicon L2 lexicon 
Fig.6.3 "The Dual Structure model" 
a./ The code—mixing bilingual only has access to the 
」 host grammar in deriving the .sentence structure. 
b./ The guest grammar forms a guest constituent with 
words drawn from the L2 lexicon• 
c./ The guest constituent is inserted into appropri-
ate slots in the sentence structure.) . 
•- > > 
d./1 The grammar of Ll readily draws- lexical items 
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6•2 A revised model 
The model of production which I would propose in con-
junction with the category equivalence constraint, the 
bound morpheme constraint and the specifier constraint is 
outlined as follows: 
The code-mixing bilingual accesses the matrix code 
grammar in deriving the sentence structure of the code-
mixed utterance. Lexical items from both the matrix code 
and the embedded code are then drawn to fit in the sen-
tence structure according to the different category 
information required of the nodes. Whereas the lexical 
items of the matrix code are drawn directly from the 
matrix code lexicon, those of the embedded code may be 
taken from the embedded code lexicon (e.g. a word from 
the embedded code is embedded)
15
 directly or through the 
embedded code grammar (e.g. a fragment, which is derived 
from the phrase structure rules of the embedded code 
grammar, is embedded). 
6.2.1 Assumptions 
This revised model is formulated with the following 
basic assumptions : 
6.2.1.1 The distinction between the matrix code (MC) and 
the embedded code (EC) 
The matrix code has been conceived as the language： from 
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which the sentence structure of the code-mixed utterance 
is derived, and hence its morphosyntactic rules govern 
the overall morphosyntactic structure of the code-mixed 
utterances. (Kamwangamalu 1989, Kamwangamalu and Lee 
1991) The code-mixing bilingual hence has access to the 
matrix code in deriving the sentence structure. This is 
contrary to the Equivalence model, whereby only the 
shared portion of the two grammars concerned is accessed. 
This can be well proved in view of .the violations of the 
equivalence CQnstraint.. The • matrix code, contrary to 
"the matrix code" or the "host language" envisaged in the 
Matrix Code model and the Dual Structure model, may be 
either language acquired by the speaker, as evidenced in 
my Cantonese-English data (ref. 3.4.2) and the Japanese-
English data studied by Nishimura (1986), though in my 
data the matrix code is usually the LI of the bilingual. 
According to this definition of the matrix code, it is 
found that most of the patterns of Cantonese-English 
code-mixing which have been discussed bear Cantonese as 
the matrix code. 
The noun-mixing cases bear Cantonese as the matrix 
code, whereby the English nouns may be preceded by Can-
tonese classifiers, as do the verb-mixing cases, in which 
the English verb may be followed by a Cantonese aspect 
marker. Cantonese is also the matrix code for the adjec-
tive -mixing cases for the presence of its .distinct mor-
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phological properties, as the English adjectives are 
followed by Cantonese adjective markers if used attribu-
tively, and leave out the copula if distributed predica-
tively. In adverb-mixing cases, an English "ly-adverb" 
must be distributed in preverbal positions, on a par with 
the Cantonese adverb which is marked( i.e. with a marker 
11
 dei" or "g^ m" ) . The Cantonese rule is followed, thus 
Cantonese is again the matrix code. 
As for the adverbs at clause peripheral positions, they 
may be analyzed as some kind of a tag attached to the 
rest of the clause (ref. Pfaff 1979). The overall struc-
ture of the code-mixed utterance is still determined by 
Cantonese, which is thus the matrix code. 
As for the pattern of conjunction-mixing (ref.3.3.4), 
similar cases in Singaporean Chinese-English are analyzed 
with supporting judgement data by Kamwangamalu and Lee 
(1991 ) as bearing Chinese as the matrix code. The 
argument is somewhat similar to that of S adverbs: The 
conjunctions function as discourse markers linking up 
Chinese clauses. The overall morphosyntactic structure 
is still governed by Chinese rather than that of English. 
By this. argument, Cantonese is the matrix code of con-
junction-mixing patterns . 
As for the case of fragments, the matrix code is the 
language other than that of the. fragments which are 
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phrases• That is, these fragments are formed by the 
embedded code grammar and inserted into the "frame", the 
matrix code. In the c.ase of Cantonese-English code-
mixing, the majority of instances bear Cantonese as the 
matrix code, with English fragments being non-maximal 
pro jections or intermediate phrases. That argument is 
primarily based on the fact that thefee English fragments 
do not appear as a whole phrase. They do not take the 
specifier, and may be further adapted to Cantonese mor-
phologically. (For example, an English NP may be preced-
ed by a Cantonese classifier.) 
From another perspective, the distinction between the 
matrix code and the embedded code is essential in de-
scribing certain "asymmetrical" phenomena. In Cantonese-
English CM, a bound morpheme of Cantonese can be attached 
to a free morpheme of English, but a bound morpheme of 
English cannot be attached to a free morpheme of Canton-
ese . While a specifier of Cantonese can combine with 
constituents of English to form a phrase, a specifier of 
English cannot combine with constituents of Cantonese. 
Without such distinction of the matrix code and the 
embedded code, such "asynmietrical" phenomena cannot be 
described properly. (ref. 5.2 and 5.3)' 
On the other hand, English is the matrix code for prepo-.、. 、 
sition-mixing cases and the code-mixed utterances with 
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English phrase structure. (ref. 3.3.4 and 3.4.2) 
6-2.1.2 Interface between MC grammar and EC lexicon 
The MC grammar , which consists of language-specific 
phrase structure rules, is responsible" for generating the 
sentence structure of the code-mixed utterance. Lexical 
items are drawn from the MC lexicon, as in the case of 
monolingual speech. In order to effect code-mixingf an 
extra interface is established between the EC lexicon and 
the MC grammar in order that the lexical items of the 
former are also taken to fit in the sentence structure. 
6.2.1.3 Interface between EC lexicon, EC grammar, and MC 
qraimnar 
The EC grammar may also be activated in code-mixing, as 
the embedded elements may be fragments that are derived 
from the PS rules of the EC grammar. To capture such 
cases, an interface need to be established between the EC 
lexicon and the MC grammar through the EC grammar. That 
is, the EC grammar forms a fragment with lexical items 
drawn from the EC lexicon, and the fragment is then 
embedded in the code-mixed sentence generated by the MC 
grammar• 
6.2.1.4 Interface between EC lexicon, MC lexicon and MC 
grammar 
As for the English words which are incorporated into the 
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distinct morphological structure of MC, such as an Eng-
lish verb or adjective in the "A-not-A" sequence or 
reduplication, . the lexical items of EC enter the lexicon 
of MC. After the lexical items of EC have undergone the 
morphological rules of MC, they are then drawn by the MC 
grammar to fit in the appropriate slots of the sentence 
structure of the code-mixed utterance. 
6.2.1.5 Other interfaces not activated 
There is generally no interface between EC grammar and 
MC lexicon. Such an argument is substantiated in the 
data, most of which observe the specifier constraint• 
That is, if there were no such constraint, a phrase which 
contains a specifier of EC and other constituents of MC 
would have been possible. In this model, such a phrase 
would have been formed by items from MC lexicon entering 
EC grammar and combining with the specifiers from EC 
lexicon according to EC grammar•
16
 The resultant phrase 
is then taken to MC grammar. In the light of these, the 
absence of such a phrase in CM implies that there is no 
interface between EC grammar and MC lexicon. On the 
other hand, the MC lexicon and the EC lexicon should not 
be merged completely so that the EC grammar may form a 
、 phrase drawing EC specifiers and other MC constituents 
from the same lexicon, thus violating the specifier 
constraint. 
As regards the interface between the MC lexicon and EC 
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lexicon, it must be said that EC lexical items may enter 
the MC lexicon. This is confirmed by the fact that the 
word-formation rules contained in the MC lexicon may 
apply to EC lexical items, as evidenced by the abundant 
examples whereby the English stem undergoes morphological 
adaptation to Cantonese as Cantonese acts as the - matrix 
code. (e.g. "A-not-A", reduplication, etc.) 
However, the reverse is not possible: a bound morpheme 
of the embedded code cannot be attached to a free mor-
pheme of the matrix code, as evidenced by the bound 
morpheme constraint. If there were no such constraint, 
the stems or words of the MC lexicon would be able to 
enter the EC lexicon, and combine with bound morphemes. 
That the EC lexicon may enter the MC lexicon but not 
vice versa implies that the two lexicons are neither 
separated completely nor fully merged. This point is in 
agreement with other experimental findings on the mental 
lexicon: the two lexicons may well be organized differ-
ently rather than stored separately. (ref . Appel and 
Muysken 1987, ChlO) 
6•3 Constraints revisited 
. . . 
According to the revised model, the code-mixing bilin-
, gual accesses the MC grammar in deriving the sentence 
structure with category information at the nodes• Such 
information has to be matched in order for the stems, the 
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words or fragments of EC to be drawn from the EC lexicon 
directly (i..e, for the words), or through the EC grammar 
(in which the syntactic rules derive the fragments from 
the words). In the light of these, the category equiva-
lence constraint can be seen essentially as a constraint 
on the linguistic elements the MC grammar can take from 
the MC lexicon and the EC lexicon, either directly or 
< 
through the EC grammar for the latter. 
Let us now turn to the other two constraints. The bound 
morpheme constraint stipulates that the bound morphemes 
of EC cannot be attached to the free morphemes of the MC. 
As expounded in 6,2.1.5, this is represented in the model 
as a filter between the EC lexicon and the MC lexicon, so 
that the word formation rules of the former cannot apply 
on the lexical items of the latter. 
• The specifier constraint stipulates that the specifier 
of EC cannot forms phrases with other constituents of the 
phrase coming from MC. As expounded in 6.2.1.5, this is 
represented in the model as a filter between the EC 
grammar and the MC lexicon, so that the phrase structure 




Looking at the issue from another angle, while the EC 
grammar or the EC lexicon does not take lexical items of 
the MC and apply its word-formation rules and phrase 
structure rules on them, the phrase structure rules and 
rules of the matrix code are to be respected. Such a 
view is strongly vindicated by the Cantonese-English 
data, in which English words are adapted to the distinct 
Cantonese morphological structures (e.g. "A-not-A", 
reduplication, etc.) or syntactic structures. (e.g. CL 
(Cantonese) N (English), V(English) ASP(Cantonese), etc .) 
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THE CODE-MIXING BILINGUAL 
X _ ____ 
Grammar of • d, Grammar of 
the matrix code ^ ) the embedded code ^ ^ ^ n 
b. f . 
__： 、 ^ L-. 
MC lexicon v EC lexicon 
‘ ― ^ ~
q
. X > ————J 
Fig.6.4 "The Revised model" 
Grammar- PS rules； 
Lexicon- lexical items, affixes 
and word-formation rules 
a./ The code-mixing bilingual accesses the matrix 
code, which may be his/her LI or L2, in deriving the 
sentence structure. 
b./ Lexical items are drawn from the MC lexicon. 
c./ Lexical items are drawn from the EC lexicon. 
d./ Fragments are drawn from the EC lexicon through 
the EC grammar. 
e./ Lexical items are drawn from the EC lexicon 
through the MC lexicon which are morphologically 
adapted to MC• 
*f./ The EC grammar, however, cannot take the items 
from the MC lexicon, either directly or through the 
MC grammar by the specifier constraint. 
*g./ Lexical items of the MC lexicon cannot enter 
the EC lexicon by the bound morpheme constraint. 
The category equivalence constraint serves as a 
filter on interfaces c•-d•, so that the elements 
from EC are fitted in the appropriate slots of the 
sentence structure generated by MC grammar• It also 
acts as a filter oil interface e., so that morpholog-
ical rules of MC apply on only the lexical items of 
certain categories from EC lexicon. 
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7 • The case of "nonce" borrowing 
7 • 1 Definitions 
Recently, Sarikof f, Poplack and Vanniarajan (1990 ) argue 
that most of the alleged violations of the Free Morpheme 
constraint and the Equivalence constraint are in fact 
cases of "nonce" borrowing, which should be distinguished 
from "intrasentential code-switching", o r , "code-mixing", 
as has been used in this dissertation. "Nonce" borrow-
ing, a concept first raised by Weinreich( 1953 : 11 ) , is 
defined as cases in which "lexical items from the donor 
language are incorporated into the vocabulary of the host 
language". The difference between the established loan-
words and the nonce items rests in the property that the 
latter may retain the phonological forms of the donor 
language and be productive. These two facts, according 
to Sankoff et.al., may blur the status of these "nonce" 
items as borrowing rather than code-mixing. What distin-
guishes the "nonce" borrowing cases from genuine intra-
sentential code-switching (or code-mixing) is that the 
former takes on the morphological and syntactic charac-
teristics of the host language while the latter must 
observe the Free Morpheme constraint and the Equivalence 
constraint. Besides, the single words and the content 
words of the donor language in cases of code-alternation 
are more likely to be "nonce" items. (Sankof f et .al-. 
1990:72,77) 
I:'、. ' . . . . 1 .、 ’’ 8 7 .. 广 
To substantiate such a concept of "nonce" borrowing, 
two hypotheses have been proposed for identifying it: 
namely, the nonce items are distributed quantitatively 
among syntactic slots in the same way as native words, 
and the variability of morphological marking of the nonce 
items is statistically parallel to cases of nonce borrow-
ing and native words. These two hypotheses are claimed 
to have the support from Tamil-English, where cases 
violating the Free Morpheme constraint and the Equiva-
lence constraint meet the above hypotheses. Thus, these 
violations should be considered nonce rather than genuine 
intrasentential code-switching, and hence the analytical 
category of nonce borrowing is necessary. In an earlier 
article, Poplack et.al. ( 1989 ) also consider similar 
violations in Finnish-English as nonce. 
7•2 Objections 
In such a framework, most of the Cantonese-English data 
discussed in this paper would be considered nonce borrow-
ing rather than code-mixing, as in Cantonese-English the 
English element, that is, elements from the donor lan-
guage ,always take on syntactic or morphological charac-
teristics of Cantonese, the host language. (ref. Ch3) 
Therefore, it is crucial for me to defend my position 
here. My standpoint is that such distinction is not 




The most serious descriptive problem of Sankoff 
et.al.'s framework for Cantonese-English is that a number 
of data fall within Sankoff et.al. 's description of 
"intrasentential code-switching/code-mixing" and "nonce" 
at the same time, which are hypothesized as two distinct 
categories covering mutually exclusive data. On one 
hand, these cases observe both the Equivalence constraint 
and the Free Morpheme constraint, which is the criterion 
for identifying code-switching/code-mixing•18 On the 
other hand, the English elements (i.e. of the donor 
language) in these cases take on the morphological or 
syntactic characteristics of Cantonese (i.e. the host 
language), which is the criterion for identifying 
"nonce" . It is therefore doubtful how these cases can 
be unambiguously classified into "nonce" or "code-mixing" 
according to Sankoff et.al.'s dichotomy. Let's turn to 
two examples in which the code alternates between NP and 
VP in a declarative sentence. These cases satisfy the 
Equivalence constraint f as the order is NP VP in both 
Cantonese and English, and obviously the Free Morpheme 
constraint too. 
(21) / 、 
a. computer ho yih tau gwo keyboard taih gong 
computer can through keyboard provide 
yat di feedback 
NUM CL feedback 
The computer can provide some feedback through the 
keyboard. 
b. dong sing lihng set in motion ge sih houh... 
When Holy Spirit set in motion COMP time 
When the Holy spirit sets in motion•“ 
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In the first case, the subject NP comes from English 
(i.e. "computer"), the donor language. However, the 
determiner is left out, contrary to English syntax. In 
the second case, the predicate as a whole (i.e. "set in 
motion") comes from English, which cannot be described as 
a compound-like "multi-word" anyway, as what Sankoff 
et.al. did for the "nonce" fragments. The main verb is 
uninflected though it should bear the third person singu-
.禱 
lar suffix according to English syntax. On the other 
hand, Cantonese syntax is observed, as it does not have 
an overt determiner or a plural marker for a generic NP 
and a verb suffix for person. As a result, these cases 
satisfy the Equivalence constraint and the Free Morpheme 
constraint, but the English elements take on syntactic 
characteristics of Cantonese (i.e. the host language). 
Therefore, they cannot be classified into nonce or code-
switching/code-mixing discretelyA according to Sankoff 
et.al.'s conception of "nonce" and "intrasentential code-
switching/code-mixing ". 
Theoretically, the distinction between borrowing, 
whether nonce or established/ and intrasentential code-
switching rests in the assumption that in the former only 
one grammar operates whereas in the latter two grammars 
operate simultaneously. As Sankoff et .al . put it 
(1990 : 72), "code-switching within the confines of a 
、:.'. single sentence (i.e. code-mixing) requires access to the 
、 
syntactic apparatus of both languages...borrowing on the 
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other hand operates independently of the grammar of the 
donor language, though it may involve lexical items from 
that language that are not yet incorporated into the 
monolingual vocabulary of the host language, and these 
items may retain aspects of donor language phonology". 
In my opinion, however, it is unlikely that the donor 
language operates only minimally, even when the elements 
take on the syntactic or morphological characteristics of 
the host language. Apart from phonological form and 
meaning, these elements from the donor language may also 
retain syntactic and morphological characteristics dis-
tinct of the donor language. First of all, the single-
words may be forms derived from word-formation rules of 
the donor language. Besides, by the category equivalence 
constraint, competence about the word-class of the sin-
gle-words from the donor language is needed, with the 
word-class of the single-words determined by the grammar 
of the donor language. In the case of fragments, they 
are phrases which are more clearly to be derived from the 
phrase structure rules of the donor language. This is in 
fact a prediction of the Dual Structure principle, which 
is considered to be a weaker claim of the equivalence 
constraint. (1990:73) Elsewhere, Sankoff et.al. just 
consider these fragments "multi-words" borrowed form the 
donor language instead of being cases of code-switching. 
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To sum up, Sankoff et.al.'s dichotomy of 二 , n o n c e " bor-
rowing and intrasentential code-switching/code-mixing 
fails to classify a portion of Cantonese-English data 
unambiguously. On the other hand, it is not established 
that the so-called "nonce" items, which are considered 
"borrowing" cases, are just incorporated into the vocab-
ulary of the host language without the grammar of the 




1• For a more detailed description of the bilingual 
situation in Hong Kong, as well as a sociolinguistic 
study of the use of Cantonese-English code-mixing, please 
refer to Gibbons (1987). 
2. Gibbons (1979, 1987) and Leung (1986) are the only 
studies on the grammatical aspects of Cantonese-English 
that I know of. 
3. Since"' there may be more than one instance of mixing 
within one utterance, the "total" of adding up all types 
in "No. of utterances" exceeds 500, and, by the same 
reason, the "total" percentages by adding up those of all 
types exceeds 100. 




 jo" [dzQ 35], "dou" [dou35/33 ] (in sentences h.-m. )mark 
the perfective aspect (ref. Yao et.al. 1985), similar to 
"le" in Mandarin, (ref. Li and Thompsson 1981, Ch.6) 
6. In a most recent proposal, Sankoff r Poplack and 
Vanniarajan (1990) argue that in the case of nonce bor-
rowing the borrowed items need not fall within the set of 
established loanwords which are commonly recognized by 
the speech community. 工 will discuss the issue in detail 
in Ch7. 
7. There is an instance in the data in which the English 
conjunction "and" links up two Cantonese NPs. However, 
when 工 tested this on 60 Cantonese-English bilingual 
students r most of the students found it odd or anomalous. 
Even so, in this instance, the English conjunction is 
st i l l distributed where its Cantonese counterpart is 
distributed. 
8.工 would not investigate further the origin of these 
sentences the structure of which is generated from Eng-
lish. My observation is that these sentences are not 
common, even in the code-mixing mode, and the speaker 
may utter it to achieve a special rhetorical effect.(e.g. 
to make emphasis) 
9 # That is , there is no sequence as CL N for a noun 
phrase in English, 
10. In fact, this point is in support of the cross-
linguistic identity of word class, which is a basic 
assumption of the Government-Binding theory, as pointed 
out by Woolford(1983). 
11. Although prepositions and conjunctions7 which are 
bound, may be mixed as single-words in Cantonese-English,, 
they are excluded, by the bound inorpheine constraint as 
they do not form .words with the Cantonese element accoirci— 
• ing to the word-formation rules of English, the embedded 
code • 
12. In some noun-mixing cases r however, the plural 
suffix "s" appears in agreement with the Cantonese plural 
classifier "di"• Yet, the plural suffix is not obligato-
ry. Even in cases where the plural suffix appears r the 
bound morpheme constraint is not violated. These cases 
will be discussed in section 6. 
13. In a talk attended by 60 bilingual university stu-
dents r Dr Gladys Tang commented that she heard something 
like "quite dak" (i.e. quite capable), and 工 once heard 
someone say "very jeng" (i.e. very good). Yet, all the 
students found those phrases very awkward. In addition, 
the pattern is surely a very restricted one, as nobody 
ever heard sequences with "quite" or "very" and other 
Cantonese adjectives, not to mention other ADJP or ADVP 
specifiers such as "so" or "all". 
14. That, is, 6 out of 259 cases of code-mixing• 
15. I do not follow the practice of the Matrix Code model 
in combining morphology and syntax, as word-formation 
rules are considered to be contained in the lexicon. 
(ref. Aitchison 1984, ChlO) 
16. A hypothesized sequence containing a specifier of EC 
and other constituents of MC can also be formed by the 
following route: a specifier of EC alone is drawn from 
the EC lexicon to occupy a specifier position of a phrase 
structure generated by the MC grammar. It is argued in 
this dissertation that such a route is not possible, 
assuming that the specifiers must enter the EC grammar in 
order to form a phrase with other constituents. Such an 
assumption is not arbitrary, since the specifiers are 
always language-specific markers of grammatical catego-
ries , such as the English articles (i.e. NP specifiers 
which mark definiteness), the auxiliary verbs (i.e. VP 
specifiers which mark aspect) and the intensifiers (i.e. 
AP specifiers which mark degree). (ref. Radford 1988) 
17. There is just one instance in the Cantonese—English 
data which may be analyzed as containing elements in 
which the embedded code grammar takes the lexical items 
of the matrix code. I would like to assume that in code-
mixing the embedded code grammar normally does not take 
the lexical items from the matrix code lexicon. That 
exception is: 
I'm speaking of go cost, mh haih functionality 
CL NEG COP “ 
. I'm speaking of the cost, not functionality. 
This sentence may be analyzed as bearing English as the 
niat〒ix code, as the English fragment is no longer a 
projection of head, and there is the primary auxiliary 
verb "am", a category distinct in English. The head noun 
"cost", an element from the matrix code, is combined with 
the Cantonese classifier "goh", an element from the 
embedded code, according to the phrase structure rule of 
Cantonese； that is, the embedded code. However, it must 
be noted that this sentence is surrounded by a predomi-
nantly Cantonese discourse. (The change of matrix code 
from Cantonese to English may well be used to give empha-
sis ) In that case r it may be assumed that the Cantonese 
grammar is still highly activated, which may facilitate 
its acceptance of the English elements though it acts as 
the embedded code grammar in this sentence. Under normal 
circumstances,工 think one may assume that the embedded 
code grammar just does not take items from the matrix 
code lexicon. 
18. Many of the single-word cases observe the equivalence 
constraint and the free morpheme constraint except some 
of the noun-mixingr verb-mixing and adjective-mixing 
instances. (ref. Ch3) This is also the case for most of 
the fragments, as the order of sentence constituents is 
similar in both languages. For instance, both share the 
order of NP VP, NP V NP, NP COP ADJP. 
i 
Appendix : A Database of Cantonese-English Code-mixing 
Ip this database, the Cantonese elements are tran-
scribed in Chinese characters whereas the English ele-
ments are transcribed in English alphabets . Yao 
et.al.(1985) is referred to in the transcription of 
Cantonese. 
Some Cantonese morphemes lack corresponding Chinese 
characters because of the shortage of fonts. Some other 
morphemes just do not have writing equivalents. .As for 
the lacking characters the components of which have 
corresponding fonts, they are represented as a combina-
tion of components, hence bearing a length of two charac-
ters in the file . As for other morphemes, they are 
represented as romanization• These morphemes are listed 
below:. ； 
I.例面 -demonstrative 
2.0約 -plural classifier 
3 . - sentence-final particle 
4 . - sentence-final particle, adjective marker, 
zy^ or relative clause marker 
5 • 赞 - verb, meaning "go" 
6 . - perfective aspect marker 
7 - preposition, equivalent to "in" or "at" 
8. - adjective, meaning "smart" 
. 9. a - noun, meaning "things" 
10. — sentence-final particle 
II. 一 verb, meaning "see" 
12. 一 verb, meaning "sleep" 
13 . "yang
11
- verb, meaning "go" 
In this dissertation/ the data are classified into five 
categories according to the type of the English elements 
that appear in the code-mixed utterances. These five 
categories are as follows: (ref. Ch 3) 
1. "Verb-mixing" p. 1-3 
2. "Noun-mixing" p.4-8 
3. "Adjective or adverb-mixing" p.9-10 
4. "Preposition or conjunction-mixing" p.11 
5. "Fragments" p.12-13 
、 
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1 突然有個相反口 ^ principle,我accept唔倒 1 





19 m 口 的bilingual口 既 tutors, encourage佢地去做依個project 
24如果有壓口既話，口的警察會seize佢 
27 f i le 口左份口野未？ 
28 份口野fax左未？ 
29 mee-完-ting 思我 
30 re-唔-receive萄我份 parcel? 
31 e-唔-execute 倒偷 program? 
33我都唔care依口的口野口既 
39 喂，bri-唔-bridge®1 ？ 
47 男主角kiss女主角 
51 我要去 photocopy 
52 下畫我要test 
53 我個 course偽 exempt口 左 part-one 
55 口個次去八仙嶺旅『5,我好enjoy 
58 個goal guide我地口的nurse去f故口野 
59 我毚我口的同學fulfil唔倒你地口既reguirement^  
60食口野對我口黎講傺torture 口黎口架，教一口的都唔enjoy 
61 你D甘懶架！仲未transcribe晒口的data! 
64 傲 paper®?苟以 stimulate 倒你 
68 佢又會check人口既？ 
73你show俾我目弟口的口野好有趣 
76 將口的protect口左口既games uiiprotect佢，然後做自己口既format保護 
77 大家司以share—口的files 
79 個program有好多，又可以upgrade — 口的新版本 
80 口楱依度develop興趣 
83 將痼bucket pass#你 





95 喂，你pack 口左你口的行李未？ 
96 ® program run-唔-run倒？ 
97 唔該S我send張memo去人事部 
98曄,你gel頭到臘臘令 
99 你 f a x 口 左 封 信 未 丨 ^ ^ 
100 口個個lecturer上堂prepare得唔好 
101我份稿被編輯ban 口左 






108 磉小旭,你file起口的信未? _ 
109 你講錯,口左，阿sir會correct你 
110 口個個太太盛日想sha^ J^J； 
112 我一陣用中文present冇問題呵？ _ 
115 女學育一痼作家express— 口的口野 
118 點樣罢analyze個摄仔？蹬個故仔structuralize柜'用D甘口既方法analyze佢 
128 载逾可以 dig u [^敌事循 well-organized口既 structure 
135 fe claim自己像 Catholic — 
147最麻煩偽口的control唔倒口既口野 
148 getlS ！Let's"yang11 … 
150 口 女人都唔 sympathetic (pause)我 d 既 situation 
151 你 consider卞嵌個 case 
156 我要make sure但要 get倒我•既message 
158 主要傺幫迩reflect—口的口野 2 
159 诓捵赣 口 的 ideas傺 ba-於，(pause) base (d) on Bible口 既 teaching 
164 你係 promote個 image 
169 因為太多字，唁想逐個Df go through 
171 群 senseDi倒入 口 左掘hard times 
1 7 2 载怒?好声？o li? i t o r口個口的人 
173 _幫佢地take辑份口供 
讀 署 巨 , S 
175 因為我二年刖retire. • • 
177 賞律應承口既時侯，你會cons ider好多口野 
178 當僅transmit—個message口既時侯，都包括 encoding 同 decoding兩個 process 
179 柜値container原來seal 口左 … 
185 有好多口野都好unexpected,唔識得點樣handle 
186 星期二又唔announce 




197 做group leaders口個口的人，我地要make sure佢地要look after口的新朋友 
202 柜口 既青春diminishing緊 一 
205 有口的口野有時好難去criticize 
208 育好多口野都傺grey area,black and white唔偽咁清楚,亦好難去define 
211 你 serve人，就要 suit人，entertain人地 
212 成個society^ ?傺D甘，點樣去neglect依口的口野？ 
220 你地其實exclude口左好多人 
225 你唔能多句overwhelm倒Fredy 





247 • • •可以relax—下,before有人同我傾計,我嚭可以輕ff一 口的 
262 deadline口 左未？卽傺到 口 左 deadline未？ 
264 • • •去review依個事件.After依個review之後,就俾政府參考 
266佢可能take依樣口野為我想多謝Major 
273 但地要prepare好多 performance 
279 你留低fe臧絡電f,奪我contact但 
280 如 果 有 人 知 口 既 話 ， 可 以 _ _ 
285 依口的經文highlightn左口的經文口既重點 
291上年佢take 口左廿一分，都俾人肥 
303 我唔mind 口架 , 
310 喂！快口的roll機（film) 
313 個場務set好燈未（film) 
317 邊個起唔倒身，我可以morning call佢 
325 re-Pg -reachM ® standard? 
326 你覺得昵兩樣口野ma-唔-match? 
328 load 口 §勺口野出口黎 
329 你快口的supply多口的data俾我 




341 個meeting postpone口左 
346 佢地真偽fuck up晒口的口野i _ _ ^ 
349 As a fact,我覺得 friendship好容易 like個 environment 
3 62 标cut layer定one length? 
3 67 载肴一日好impress (ed by) 口個個專攔 
368 問題傺點樣uncover眤樣口野口既procedure 
370 1¾¾¾make an effort organize佢先？…【 丄 
385 大家如果想多個second opinion,可以叫我fax—口的materJLal俾你 
386我wonder我自己適唔適食靈文學 
387 @會 appreciate但口的寓思、 _ 





406面雲aj term break緊，所以仲菝緊假 
409巷嗜俗好respect人地口既privacy!® 






450 炁圭教徒又會criticize口的基督徒口傺social service^ 方面做得唔夠 
455暸銮矽rin口左儋siting gr0”p,都會有好多問題,•我有口 擔心 
458 教恋人丨_printg 口的rubbish出口黎 
460丨尔瘦唔椟受同性戀口架？我會尊重佢地as a personOg ,唔會reject佢地_ 
461 哨塵月後 review, OK? 
462 你要 estimate個 cost先 
469 m spelling^可枓完全鲜俾你聽應 i^^ rcmcnmce個字口架 
470我 l^ i s s 口妄班菝巴，K是未行上口1鹼 
475 Oldies可能會 dissolve 
478初初佢都唔f目信• • •可能佢conf irm口左喇 
489 於是我就開始又再take act ion之後口既programme 
丨Record# data ； 
1 赛箜直個相反口既principle,我accept唔倒 P* T 




13 佢of f ice口既内線傺7401 
15 purj)ose0gj^ 食口野 
16 我讀口左幾個chapters 
19 IIL| 口的bilingual口 既tutors, encourage佢地去做依個project 
2 0 ffi tutor®5 唔識目弟径 art icle 一 
21遊g野之前口既、識重要^抑毁侈之後口既experieiK^ 重要？、 
22如果resonrses唔•既-』％無得講 
25 I'm speaking of 網 cost,唔稱 functionality 
3 0 re-唔 -receive倒我1分 parcel? 
31 e-IIg -execute 0 program? 







50 俏去口左晒^Llm ^ 
53 我個 course像 exempt口 左part-one 
56 口傺加拿大，去旅行多數—salad 
58 個aoal guide我地口的nurse去做口野 
59 我驁我口的同學fulfil唔倒你地口既reguirement崎 
60食口野對我口黎講傺torture 口黎口架,fe —口的都唔en j oy 
61 你蚶懶架！仲未transcribe® 口的data! 
62 蘭度第一個round贏口左 
64 做paper都可以stimulate倒你 
66 幾時 deadline? 
67 有口的jobffe得就拖 
7 0 暑 假 去 我 都 未 _ 過 ^ 
71 computer司以透過 keyboard提供一口 的 feedback 
72 我好想搵份part-time 
74 初初用 fe computer口黎玩 game 
75 値program可以畫 chemistry裏面一 •的molecule口 既 structure — 
76 將口的protect口左口既games unprotect彳巨，然後做自己口既format保護 
77 大家司以share—口的files 
78 我見你口的graphics畫得好靓 一 
79 個program有好多，又可以upgrade —口的新版本东一 
81 學理 口 的 programming languages, creativity去待更局 
83 特個bucket pass俾你 
85 标口的seman七ics有問題 
87 我幾時精神翻？啊Virginia做diplomat口個陣 
96 偷 program run-唔-run倒？ 
97 唔該幫我send張memo去人事部 工 
100 口痼脑lecturer上堂prepare得唔好 
109你講錯口左，阿sir會cor^ct^ 打 
111 Right at this moment,我一個禮拜寫一篇article 
113我目弟倒口的points,但傺同主題拉唔上關偽 
114 Structuralism講 口的乜，講直纂 text .. • _ .一八咖一內 
117依口的文學家或者文學批評家用口左依口的ideas,依口的theories去詮釋文學 
119 我地唔追索翻writer口既origin 
120我唔明author唔理tex—里^：轻，普 料 门啦 . 
121 Binary opposition偽指故事所呈瑭口既口野傺一對opposite口既pair 
124 文學瞎傷目弟句亍結構，傺目弟meaning 
125 ^•fl'lf senderlU receiver ± 
126 從 language比較 basic口既 elements冓起？ 
128 载地可以 dig up個故事個well—organized口既 structure 
132 一痼 乂口既 ability 同 morality偽冇 correlation 
134 佴以前傺Catholic 
135 佢 claim自己像 Catholic ^ iT 
136 天主邀 口既discipline同 nourishmentUg夠 (• 
137 、(厲婿J個break太大，前後qjjrole太唔同 
139 邊個今日 student-on-dutytif ？ 
140 男女 口旣roles太 fixed 
141 當 professional乏嘛 Ipro-tl -fessionalOJ ！ 
142 改1 口的 cloze先 
143 非常之rich崎，彳尔地口的examples 
146 你 口 的 sample^ f constraint口 架？ 
150 g個班女人都唔 sympathetic (pause)我口 既 situation 
151 你 consider下依個 case 
152 Helen口個班醋我好 crucial 
153 本書有好多arguments 
154份曼糧都未支，口的bonus已經少瞰橛 
156 我要make sure佢襄get倒我 口既message 
157 痼 coursep 口的坞？ 
159 诓地話口的 idea^ [%ba_於，（pause)base(d) on Bible口既 teaching 
161 有experience就唔會Q甘啦！ 
162 interview口的口野僳咁口架喇 
163 {巨個 presentation又唔好 
164 你樣講 promote個 image 
165我地下f固禮拜去聽concert ,你去唔去.？ 
166 個 concert口 樣邊？口傜 Cultural centre 
167廿四至廿六日差唔多全教會口摆人部入口左camp 
172 我 deal with好多 solicitor口 翻 口的人 
178 當俊 transmit—個message口 既時侯,都包括 encoding同 decoding兩個process 
179 佢循 container原來 seal口左 
181 Rosalind個人好 lady 
182我有個同事傺Catholic口黎口架 
183 ®manager|舌 0 甘就 D甘 
184 j固 director 好唔 consistent 
190我口傺依一個st^ e^,唔需要口個口的口野 
191 口傺儒家思想裡窗,你born to be king,你就傺個king 
194 牧師，trainers口既role同其他人唔同 
198 有口的弟兄會做trainers,有口的會做group leader 




212 成個society®傺蚶，點樣去n^ lect依口的口野？ 
213 你做production口既，如果唔裰應酬口的客，未叫口的sales manager搞掂佢_ 
216 我選fe過依口的lifestyle 
225 你唔能夠 overwhelmfgjFredj 
231 我口翻陣時聽Bach ChoirP虐Bach口既 St Matthew's Passion, 
232 上 court assist口 的 lawyer!® 
235 第一堂_ 口左reading list,至到考試先同口的lecturer再見 
236 而家口的人讀書猙像為口左囉個degree,駛乜respect口的先生 
237我好有興趣聽你口個個talk „ ^ 
238 哦，十二月第一個Wednesday口傺潤昌堂 
239 佢相信紫微ff 數傺 scientific口 既，傺一口 的 computation• 
240 佢地用 gay代表homosexual 
241 倀好鍾意辍gajj 
242 攙ga?依個名tf源自電視口既gag show 
244周窕释話個美國領事直程insult但口既intellect 
245 你做下年口既財政預算，可以將今年各項開支project個percentage 
252 又姜 balance, — 定要有 口 的 self-interest 
254 坐口傺個霄裡面,有兩個judges 
255 最尾宥四{固finalist 
256 fg® approachi% fcb f M M open 
258當時有狰多fans口 fe佢隔離_ ^ 
259我家姐同佢家姐偽friendq褒口架 
263成日都執住q濟彳口黎邊 . 叶油饭也翁半 
264 ••.去review依個事件.After依個review之後，就俾政府篸考 




272 皁翻 口 的 staff ‘依 口 的傺 staff 口既problem 
273 柜型蒙 prepare^ 多 performance 
276 两零鬨fe嬖order口的貨，要提口的客落order 
277 搵唔侄“旨大size 口呒程 
278 依口的講其實偽好fe 口既container 
281 歌餑育 feeling 
282 領袖口係社貪榫面，係有order,有一個chain of commandment 
283 gi瞿#11/^2¾¾旨一Jl的,caPaci t iM,更加偽指一口的Power 






9 3 邊個每次出show之前，同标地論埋形象？ 
294 ...但像有储 condition 
295 口係每一個短口既moment,都要擺一口的新口既口野 
296 可倉旨>(巨CJ^po七ential好大 
297 咁口薛韜，fe 口既frustration會好大 
301 口個il夭太梗傺成日做facial喇，口的皮膚咁靓！ 
302 阿 Betty値 friend雇來侮做 sales (man) 
304我朋友boy friend個阿逢傺鏞記口既老閭口黎口架 
3 05 _個shot要再拍過 








319 叫feboy^ 封信去啦 
3 21 有冇張permit^  ？要去石烤审請張permit先得口架！ 
322 我上兩feweek去口左第二紐 
325 你 re-唔-reach倒個 standard? 
327 希望可以攪口的workshops係關於聖靈口既 
329 你;[夫口的supply多p的data俾我 
334 P 0¾ accountant實講 voucher 
336 陣間有十五分鍾intermission 
337 佢話佢老婆傺freelance 
341 個meeting postpone口左 
342 一個 choir有 soprano, alto, tenor同 bass四 part 
343 你地搵邊個做conductor® ？ 
345 仲有一if固好 口既 suggestion 丄一 m _ 
349 As a fact,我覺得 friendship好容易 like個 environment 
350 件伊口既ci^ tingf|5幾好 
lit S餐P^S"身S樂丨spiphony 口個口的,我係唔識欣賞口既 
359 口的data自然會出口藜 
360 個show好唔好目弟？ 




369 莪sure我有D甘口既potential做到 丄^ 
371 口 的 idea成曰擁出 口黎/1¾%¾^¾評好-?rgangSid) 
373 Once你屬於個choir,而家竟然將我地officially踢走 
374 隻 disk昵？ 口係個 
375 直陣時_ 口的 activities真傺unconscious® 呵？ 
376 伸有口 §§underwear 
377 群口係同學屋企打computer 
378 1 口的education 唔偽 n 甘高 1 
3 7 9
 S薆您S憩囂二經非歐Poet and playwright口與一口的script 
380 f fe譎,Sl^plain 口既,口 ^ cuttingjOg 親 
382 不而我地玩scrabbleOg 
383 = 口既遊戲蚶 
385 志袤如果想多個second opinion.可以叫我fax — 口的material俾你 
388愿籴讨仏⑶只嫛fc^ ption識我桌朋友 件1J 
389 痼surprise^今晚啦 
390 女仔_翥有個surprise,男仔有個planning 
396 1又噴毚得佴當tf術偽religionof 口番 
399 奪我_請翻彳固新口既passport先 
400 很口像曰本_computing studies,讀緊master 
401 太多secret喇 
403 但葯 口左我口傺Hilton口既 coffee shop等 
404彳尔成日瑋起口偽日本讀politics口 K朋友昵？ 
405 我而家_口左去做marketing口個口的口野 
407 幾時 mid-term (exam)©? 
408 昵個係principle口黎口架嘛 
409 俾唔係赶respect人地口既privacylg 
413 你可以試下申請口的scholarship ‘ • 
416 佢以前傺priest口黎口架，傺好devoted口個口的添 







426 Essex口 個度俾 口 左fe conditional offer我 
428 Christian 口晚 market越口 黎越大 
429佢係我口傺英文糸裡面最尊敬口既一個lecturer 
432 當佢口的pattern—樣咁出口既時，你就會覺得佢地冇make progress 
434我淨傜想fe間pubO^ 









462 你要 estimate個 cost先 
463 Academic口既口野可以唔傺咁口架 
464 我•口左|固 postmodernism口既 study group . 
465 有•科 language and society, 傺教 socioling(uistics) 口的口 野 
466所有口野,¾裙民主，其實都偽ideology®!嘛 _ _ _ 
467 p個朋友&虔誠口既基督徒，但傺Philosophy讀得好口力 
468 德文苟以冇intonation口架 _ _ ^ 
469個spelling唔可以完全話俾你聽應該點prcmoimce個字口架 
471你rf翻部mixer未可以播卡拉0K囉 
472 U M budget^ 多？ 




480 而家公司請個secretary • • 二 
481 ；(巨口傺國泰做courier) 口架 
482 1巨昵個flight傺去New Zealand口既 
484公司就堡蕕同砭rtner合聘口〜 如门七士丨一 
485 我搵口左佢口既check-in酒店，就去lobby貝口左礼化• • • 
487 叫佢落口藜lobby 
489 菸是载就閱始又再take act ion之後口既programme 




4 9 9匿售aci f i on taMf唔鎗，跟住口個晚有乜function? 
500 跟住你就步入昵個church喇 
KRecord# data P • 
6 群證本書幾comprehensive 
18 杯 lemon tea (味道）幾 strong 
19 叫 口 6勺 bilingual口 既 tutors, encourageiB 现宏慨依個 pro] ect 
26 我目弟我地都幾_ on-time® 




6 3 口的蘇聯佬，1巨地唱歌好mechanichl) 
69 婚外情supposedly偽外人唔知 
82 我 physically^_ 好瘡 
88 surprise〔d) >f巨會 D甘®: 
89 fe講口 K 口野M到我好confused) 
91切初目弟口個本書，我好mOVe(d) 
116 Syntactically或者linguistically,個作者點解用某一個句式？ 
121 Binary opposition偽指故事所呈镜口既口野傜一對opposite口既pair 
126 從 languagetb較 basic口 旣 element講起？ 
127 依樣口野叙好individual 
128 我地可以dig叩個故事個well-organized口既structure 
12 9 而家講口野僉暗natural 
133 好 golite 
138 柜好sensibleQ甘言舌•.. 
140 勇女 口既roles太 fixed 
143 非常grichU® ,你地 口的 examples 
144 個考豆夠cheap囉 
149 你做 language teacher唔可以D甘 lousy 
152 Helen口 fe 班對我好 crucial 
155 你講 口野太 top-level,太 conceptual喇！可唔可以 on-line口的？ 
168 我傺唔傺太cheap,太主動？ __ 
170 你覺得而家傺唔盔個difficult或者dangerous 口既年代？ 
176 當然唔可以一下做到per feet啦！ 
180我同口個個Christian 口既同事好熟 
181 Rosalind個人好 lady 






2 04 依樣口&其實好casual 
207甥論我可以選擇一口的relatively有咁慘口既生活 
210 豳人唔埋堆，會好isolated 





227 我過口的生活好relaxing 丄 
228 大家都想過一 口的好relax口既生活 ^ ^ ^ 
229我地要常常cm-call,常常on-duty,唔好tt住on-口左-duty就算數 
239 佢_ 信紫微斗數傺 scientific 口既，傺一口的 coiaputation. 
243 sure佢頭先倬口左杯水我 
256 我個approach偽tb較開放同open 
274 阿 同 你 地 唱 歌 好 e n j o y 
275 目弟下邊度available倒 







3 6 4 堡 茬 甘 目 弟 昵 樣 口 野 ^ 
3 6 6 有値女僕人pregnant 口左 
369 我gre我有咁口既potential做到 
371 g態鉍日擁出口黎,但傺口的口野好唔organize(d) 
372 本書好似 ifupdate,好 outdate 口架！ • 
3 7 3 監您麗於©choir,而家塞然將我地officially踢走 
375 衰陣時昵口的activities真傺unconscious個呵？ 
380 _售好直馐謹，多數係plain 口既，口的cutting又幾靓 
3 8 1
 gig噴輩輕P既侍應，老細好nice 口架 
412 佢話佢唔可苡好consistentD甘口黎囉 
416 佢巡前僅g,ryst口黎口架，像好devoted口個口的添 




436 但好 depress (ed) 
441 最弊你地偽selectiveD甘叫人昵！ 
453 咁樣It法可能太過idealistic 
4 8 3 二素到Pi z〜〜1and^自电就好fre…咁大佬，一個人就覺得好lonely 
485耩捶P^p 口既check-in酒店，就去lobby買口左礼花• • • 
488 佢就梗傺姪surprise (d) 
492 好 colourful 口架 
p. II 




221 Because of我肯[]甘做… 
247 r U ^ ^ ^ t l 有人同我傾計'我都可以輕鬆一口的 
251個_我唔僳直接去問，傺torough我朋友去問 
2 64 去review依個事件.After依個review之後，就俥政府參考 
265星期三口既祈禱會像for我地依個圍契 
271 Whereas佢目訓緊覺... 
330 唔緊要 口架，whatever 
373 Once你屬於個choir,而家竟然將我地officiallyS易走 
Record/ data P ' '
 Z 
2 我偽Eric,去口左英國five years 
4 整亶攢迦 h o u s i n g allwanCe,使我可以買層摟 
8 你育無揀second priority? 
10 我地keep in touch,好唔好？ 
14 下痼禮拜就傺dressed rehearsal 
18 怀 lemon tea (味道）幾 strong 
23 我地想請劉慧卿講freedom of speech同埋文化政策口既問題 
25 I'm speaking of 個 cost,唔偽 functionality 
34 你尋日有無去佢屋企目弟laser disc®? 
40 I mean 佢夬口黎 
41你先做完嵌橇,and then我會俾答案你 
4 5 口個個DJ^ f鍾放一口的英文口既pop songs 
46 我夢 lemon tea 
81 學 S •的 programming languages, creativity去得更高 
84 你叫口左^French 七oastHjf … 
86 只不過大家口既 frame of referenceUg M 
111 Right at this moment,我一;[固字豊拜寫一篇article 
121 ？i俨rj_oppoSition像指故事所呈現口既口野傺一對0pp0site口既pair 
122 柜偽講緊兩個views of world origin 
12 3 你却也叫傲 semantic analysis先？ 
130 好心但keep his mouth shut 
131 _個 clean blackboard,今日？ — 
145 William,你仲有t^ marJcing scheme 
149 你做 language teacher唔以(]甘 lousy 
160 依口的口野有六成目弟interview skills 
166 個 concert口]条邊？口 樣 Cultural centre 
171 我sense唔倒入口左個hard times 
191 口傺儒家思想裡面，你born to be king,你就傺個king 
196 我唔知依度講繋 口既傺 continuous function定係 st^pp(ed) function 
197 ® group leaders口個口的人，我地要make sure佢地嬖look after口的新朋友 
198 有口的弟兄會做trainers,有口的會做group leader 
201 口 個口的敦師傣 properly train (ed) 
208 有好多口野都偽grey area,black and white唔傺咁清楚，亦好難去define 
213 你做production口既,如果唔想應酬口的客，未叫口的sales manager搞掂佢願 
215 我開始get rid of drugs 
222 我老細襄我 extend working hours 
223 今年因蒸要考Cert. exam,所以成日去自修室 
224 钱口偽singing context落敗,佢成日口黎安慰我 
230 载以前同口的朋友去country club 
231 裁•個陣時聽Bach Choir唱Bach口 既 St Matthew's Passion, 
233 我舊同學都搖口偽 Law Society® liaison officer 
235 第一堂囉口左readi^ j list,室到考試先同口的lecturer再見 
242 攪9巧依個名詞源自《梘口既gag show 
246 我覺得•的香港人 cannot control their lives 
248 检p禱leave this office? 
249 我想阇修 say goodbye 
250 而家可以tick attendence 
253 尚三個唔同cultural background口既人相處 
257你可以攪一個farewell party,歡送你個先生 
260 k 口左口的消息出去，話工‘m available!!甘囉口番 
261 我想囉MBA口既 application form 
270 镎福音唔像傳道人口既exclusive rights 
272 Any problems,禅 |S d 的 staff,依 口的偽 staff •既problem 
282 領袖日像社會裡面，德脊order,有一痼chain of commandment 
286 我姮姐，for one reason or the other,受得少口 的教育 
289 佢讀form four口架嘛 
298 柜都唔傺good person口黎口既！ 
299 Df樣即樣no difference 
311佢口値件傺正牌polo shirt 山一么 
316 LuculusP 個 口 的 apple strudel未仲好食 
320當聖靈set in motion口既時侯，門徒可以做好多平時做唔倒口既口野 厂丨 
331 你唔好七alee i t for granted 
33 3 我傺hopeless case,唔駛再同我講 '3 
338昵口的口野係要in context先有得講 
348 By the way,你今日都好靓 
349 As a fact,我覺得 friendship好容易 like個 environment 
351 你今年囉唔囉annual leave 
352 你有行去annual ball 
354 壞萊你件杉有shoulder pad 
357 你偽我硏究口既ideal subject 
361 伸有行_今年口既 annual performance呀？ 
3 62 你 cut layer定 one length? 
370 你衰有make an effort organize佢先？ 
379 我想你幫我買一個北歐poet and playwright口既一口的script 
384 俾翻口的working hours我囉 
385 大家女口東想多個second opinion,可以D"我fax — 口白勺material^ 你 
391 口個？固朋友同我 say happy birthday,我好wonder 
393 男朋友同我攪個birthday party,好酗忘口架 
394 北福有個 financial statement口架 
395 18part-time evening口架 
400 4巨口 德曰本讀 computing studies,讀緊master 
403 柜約口左我口僳 Hilton口既 coffee shop等 
410 眷港口的 school orchestra^ 隊好口既 
411 Music festival幾時呀？ 
414 佢話上到大專應該有口的free discussion崎 
415 喂，你幫我講個guest lecture,得唔得？ 
419 你可以去敎口的form-six school口架 
426 Essex口 個度倬 口左個 conditional offer我 
427 我同班朋友去口左wild camp 
432 當佢口的pattern —樣咁出口既時，你就會覺得佢地冇make progress 
438 你咁做係vicious cycle口黎口架 
440 唔知口的遮會唔會out of stockljg ？ 
443 加上以前口的implesant experience,以致唔可以投入個圍體 
447 佢想同你傾I oral defense口既日期 
450 天主教徒文畲criticize口的基督徒口傜social service昵方面做得唔夠 
452 第二個原貝0傺我地傺 independent from Oldies 
454 栋可唔可以keep i t as a secret? 
455 將來form口左個singing groURf都會有好多問題,•我有口的擔心 
457 口個次去training camp,夜晚®起昵個問題 ， 
460禄接唔§受同性磁口架？我會尊重佢地as a personjg,唔會reject但地囉 
464 载攙口左不固 postmodernism口旣 study group 
465 有一科 language and society,像教 socioling (uistics) 口 的口野 
473 P 3ESf electronic mail律 Fanny 
474 4巨成日都詰keep searching for a girl 
486 DLjftT front desk口的 bell bo趟上去 
496 Dt 你就 take act ion喇 
498 節樣詰take my heart 
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